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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cloud computing emerges as an increasingly important computing paradigm. It
delivers computing resource, including both hardware and software, as a service over
networks. The last several years have witnessed a rapid growth of cloud computing
in business, governmental and educational deployments. Cloud computing eliminates
the up-front commitment of resources for users through on-demand resource access.
It allows cloud providers to offer easy and fast application deployment and adaptation
to end users, improving hardware utilization in existing infrastructures. Cloud computing offers three levels of services: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service
(PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [11]. These services provide software
applications, platforms or running environments and raw hardware infrastructures to
cloud users. The success of cloud services heavily depends on the effectiveness of cloud
management strategies on each level. In this dissertation work, we aim to design and
implement a cloud management system that automatically manages the hosted applications, middleware platforms and underlying resources in order to achieve optimal
performance.
In this chapter, we introduce the background and motivation of this dissertation
work, discuss the major challenges and present an overview of our solutions.
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1.1

Background and Motivation

Cloud computing delivers hardware and software to end users as a service in a
pay-as-you-go manner. The services can be abstracted into three models according
to the offered contents: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS),
and infrastructure as a service (IaaS).
Software as a service (SaaS)
In SaaS model, cloud providers install and operate softwares in the cloud and users
access the applications via network. The services appear similar as web-based applications. The software operations, platform maintenance and resource management
are all transparent to cloud users. This service eliminates the software installation,
maintenance and partial processing for end clients. Users can work with the software
with light-powerful devices and under any operation system and platform as long as
it has a browser and network connection. SaaS service sees lots of successful examples
in business, like Google Apps [33], Netflix [63] and Microsoft Office 365 [59].
One unique requirement of SaaS model for cloud providers is efficient application
management. Service availability and quality should be guaranteed in the presence
of cloud dynamics, such as workload changes and resource variations. For cloud
applications, their performance heavily depend on parameter configurations. The
performance critical parameters should be adjusted adaptively to the changes of user
demand and virtual resource allocation. In this dissertation work, we designed and
implemented a self-adaptive application configuration framework for cloud applications to achieve optimal performance.
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Platform as a service (PaaS)
In PaaS model, cloud providers deliver a computing platform and program execution environment to users. Cloud users can develop and run their software solutions
on a cloud platform without the cost and complexity of investing and managing the
software and hardware layers. With the PaaS service, the platform can scale up and
down dynamically and automatically to satisfy the demand of hosted applications.
Compared with SaaS, PaaS model exposes more controllability to end users, who become application developers instead of just software users. Google App Engine [32],
Microsoft Azure [58] and Amazon Elastic MapReduce [7] are successful examples of
PaaS model in business.
PaaS has a key requirement for efficient management. In the virtualized environment, the platform layer locates in between of the application layer and the virtual
resource layer. The offered platforms could be shared by multiple application users,
like in a cloud MapReduce cluster, and meanwhile the platforms are sharing hardware
infrastructures with other applications or platforms via virtualization technology. To
guarantee the service quality, platform management should mitigate the job interferences coming from both layers, and effectively maintain the features of the platforms,
such as data locality and job fairness. In this dissertation work, we designed and
implemented an interference and locality-aware task scheduler for cloud MapReduce
platform to achieve optimal performance.
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
IaaS is the most basic cloud service model, which provides raw hardware infrastructure, such as CPU, memory, storage and network resources. Cloud users have
the fully control of the virtual machine configuration, operation systems and running
applications. The on-demand provisioning feature eliminates the up-front commitment by cloud users for over provisioned hardware resource, which is usually planned
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for peak application demand. Due to virtualization technology, service provider can
consolidate multiple VM and applications into single physical servers with acceptable
performance isolations. This cloud service model can greatly improve the resource
utilization and reduce the energy consumption of data centers. Amazon EC2 [1] and
S3 [8] are successful examples of IaaS model in business.
To achieve elasticity at cloud user side and improve resource utilization at cloud
provider side, hardware resources are typically multiplexed and shared between different users. It requires an efficient management system to guarantee the Service
Level Agreement (SLA) of individual application and improve system-wide resource
utilization in the presence of time-varying application demands and cloud dynamics.
Moreover, the resource management is not an independent procedure. Application
or platform configurations may dramatically affect the resource allocation decisions.
The managements of different layers interplay with each other. In this dissertation
work, we designed and implemented a coordinated management framework for both
virtual resources and applications to adapt to cloud dynamics and improve system
performance.

1.2

Challenges in Cloud Service Management

In this section, we discuss the challenges in the management of hosted applications,
platforms and underlying virtual resources.

1.2.1

Autonomic Application Management in Cloud

Cloud software service has a key requirement for management. Today’s applications, especially for large-scale cloud-based web applications, usually contain a large
number of parameters to be configured when they are deployed. Application configu-
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ration is crucial to the service availability and quality. Traditionally, the configuration
process is performed manually, based on operator’s experience. This is a non-trivial
and error-prone task. Recent human factor studies on root causes of Internet service
outages revealed that more than 50% was due to system misconfiguration caused by
operator mistakes [65].
The configuration challenge is due to a number of reasons. First is the increasing
system scale and complexity that introduces a large number of configurable parameters to a level beyond the capacity of an average-skilled operator. For example, the
latest version of an Apache server has more than 240 configurable parameters that
relate to performance, support files, server structure, and required modules [87]. Likewise, a Tomcat server contains more than a hundred parameters to set for different
running environments [90]. In a multi-component system, the interaction between
the components makes performance tuning of the parameters even harder. A misconfiguration in one tier may cause mis-configurations in the others. Performance
optimization of individual component does not necessarily lead to overall system performance improvement [23]. To find an appropriate configuration, the operator must
develop adequate knowledge about the system, get familiar with each of the configurable parameter, and run numerous trail-and-error tests.
Another challenge in configuration comes from the dynamic trait of cloud-based
web applications. The system should be able to accommodate a wide variety of service demands in both software and hardware. Chung et al. [23] showed that in web
system no single universal configuration is good for all workloads. Zheng et al. [111]
demonstrated that in a cluster-based Internet service, when the application server
tier got updated, such as adding or reducing the number of application servers, the
system configuration should be modified to adjust to this evolution. Cloud computing poses new challenges in application configuration compared with traditional
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physical-based environment. Virtualization technology facilitates on-demand hardware resource reallocation [77] and service migration [30]. It is desirable that the
resources allocated to each VM should be adjusted dynamically for the provisioning
of QoS guarantees and meanwhile maximizing resource utilization. The application
configuration should be conducted automatically and adaptively in response to the
dynamic resource allocations

1.2.2

Autonomic Platform Management in Cloud

Cloud platform service offers specific running environment to users with some
unique application features. The platform layer locates between application and resource layers. It requires a management strategy to be aware of the other management
layers and also to be adaptive to any variation in the other layers. In this dissertation work, we focus on MapReduce platform in cloud. MapReduce has become an
important distributed parallel programming paradigm for applications with various
computational characteristics in large-scale clusters [25]. It forms the core of technologies powering big IT businesses like Google, IBM, Yahoo and Facebook. Providing
MapReduce frameworks as a service in clouds becomes an attractive usage model
for enterprises [2]. A MapReduce cloud service allows users to cost-effectively access a large amount of computing resources without creating MapReduce frameworks
of their own. The platform management system needs to guarantee the quality of
MapReduce cloud service and meanwhile maintaining the features of the framework,
such as task data locality and job fairness.
MapReduce services in clouds typically run in virtual clusters. This usage model
raises two new challenges. First, interferences between co-hosted virtual machines
(VMs) can significantly affect the performance of MapReduce applications. Although
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virtualization provides performance isolation to a certain extent, there is still significant interference between VMs running on a shared hardware infrastructure. A
MapReduce cloud service has to deal with the interference coming from contentions
in various hardware components, including CPU, memory, I/O bandwidth, and their
joint effects.
In a virtual MapReduce cluster, the interference may cause variation in VM capacity and uncertainty in task performance [108], and ultimately impairs the correctness
and effectiveness of the MapReduce key components, such as the task scheduler, fault
tolerance mechanism, and configuration strategy. Our experimental results show that
interference could slow down a job by 1.5 to 7 times. Performance degradation of
MapReduce jobs due to VM interference was also observed in Amazon EC2 [1, 108].
There were studies on mitigating VM interference in virtual clusters through dynamic
resource allocation, interference-aware task scheduling or application parameter tuning [62, 21, 52, 72, 15, 16]. However, the MapReduce framework further complicates the interference problem on virtual clusters. MapReduce cloud service requires
mitigating VM interference while maintaining the framework’s features, such as job
fairness and task data locality.
The second challenge for MapReduce cloud services is preserving good data locality for tasks of each job. In a MapReduce framework, the task scheduler assigns each
task to an available node “closest” to its input data to leverage the data locality. To
achieve good data locality while preserving job fairness in shared MapReduce clusters, Zaharia et al. proposed a delay scheduling algorithm to postpone a scheduled
job for a few seconds if it can not launch a local task [107]. Such locality-aware task
schedulers largely assume that the tasks are short lived. Unexpected task slowdown
caused by interference in virtual clusters may render them no longer effective.
The MapReduce framework running on a distributed file system offers several
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levels of data locality [36]. A task and its input data can locate in the same server
node (node locality), in the same rack (rack locality) or in different racks (off-rack).
Server virtualization adds one more layer of locality: tasks and their data being placed
on the co-hosted VMs of the same physical server. We refer to this as server locality.
Data exchange between co-hosted VMs is often as efficient as local data access because
inter-VM communication within one physical server is optimized by Hypervisor and
does not consume any network bandwidth. Server locality is much easier to achieve
than node locality, although they are expected to deliver similar level of performance.
When applied to virtual MapReduce clusters, existing task schedulers designed for
physical clusters are not able to leverage this extra layer of data locality and lose the
opportunity of achieving better performance.

1.2.3

Autonomic Resource Management in Cloud

In cloud environment, system performance heavily depends on virtual resource
management. It is the foundation of application and platform management. Resource
management is a non-trivial task. Accurate resource to performance mappings are
critical but very challenging to determinate due to several reasons.
First, the workload intensity and mix of hosted cloud applications can vary considerably over time resulting in changing demands of multiple resources. The relationship
between resource allocation and performance is inherent non-linear for busy applications. Some application demands depend heavily on the inputs, which themselves can
not be trivially characterized. Second, although existing virtualization technologies,
such as Xen [102, 14], Vmware [94] and KVM [49], provide security isolation, fault
isolation and environment isolation, it does not guarantee performance isolation between co-resident applications. The performance of one application may be adversely
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affected by other applications that aggressively deprive the hypervisor resources. Contentions on shared hardware sources can also cause significant performance variation
and degradation to co-running applications. Third, the uncertainty in cloud resource
make the management even more challenging. Although appearing as an infinite and
unified resource pool in the front-end, cloud resources are provided by the background
multiplexing and virtualization of heterogeneous hardware resources. With identical
nominal resource configurations, the actual resources that are available to hosted applications may vary over time and depend on the type of hardware resources behind
the cloud. The authors in [26, 95] observed distinct application performance, up to a
ratio of 4 on Amazon EC2 VM instances from different service regions.
The cloud resource management is not an independent processes [16, 17]. It interplays with management of other layers. VMs with different resource configurations
would prefer different application parameter settings. The parameters, whose setting
determines the application’s resource consumption would also affect the VM configuration decisions. Let take Tomcat application server as an example. The capacity
of the host VM directly determine the setting of MaxThreads parameter. An appropriate setting would fully use the allocated resource and also avoid overloaded
situation. Meanwhile, MaxThreads parameter controls the amount of requests accessing the server. It determines the server’s resource demand and then affect the
resource allocation decisions. The interplay between virtual resource allocation and
application parameter settings further complicate the configuration task. It may
spread one configuration error into the entire system. Moreover, Components of a
multi-tier application may be distributed over multiple physical machines in the form
of virtual server cluster. These related physical servers are ”bonded” by the applications. Virtual resource configuration of one tier would greatly affect the resource
demand of other tiers. The bottleneck may keep shifting among different tiers if the
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balanced resource allocation could not be achieved. Independent tuning single aspect
could hardly achieve system performance optimization. It requires a coordinated
configuration strategy for both VM and application configurations.

1.3

Problem Statement and Objectives

In this dissertation, we aim to design, implement and evaluate an autonomic management framework for cloud services at each level. The framework should be able
to guarantee the SLA of each hosted application, optimize the performance of offered
platforms and improve the resource utilization of the virtual data center in the presence of cloud dynamics, such as variations in users’ demand and hardware restriction.
The desired management system needs to be self-adaptive, which involves as few manual operations as possible. The manage operations should be timely efficient in order
to be applied in online production system, and also be transparent to end users with
minimal overhead. Specifically, the framework consists of three major management
components corresponding to the three levels of cloud services: SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.
For application management in cloud, the framework should be able to adapt
parameter configurations of cloud-based applications to the various workloads and
underlying resource allocations. The management mechanism needs to be highly
adaptive and efficient to support online configuration operations. The solution should
be scalable to support large-scale multi-component applications with a large number
of tunable parameters.
For platform management in cloud, the framework should be able to optimize the
performance of the offered platforms. One of the most desired design is to mitigate
the job interference coming from co-hosted application competition or virtual resource
contentions. It also requires to maintain the platforms’ features, such as task data
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locality and job fairness, under the virtualized environment
For resource management in cloud, the framework should be able to adapt virtual
resource allocation in response to the changing of application demand and resource
restrictions. It should be able to handle complex resource to performance relationship
with no assumptions of accurate system model or VM deployment information. High
scalability is one key requirement to support large scale data centers with many servers
and multiple resources. As the foundation, resource management mechanism needs to
deal with the interplay between different management layers. It requires a coordinated
management strategy to autonomically tune both virtual resource allocation and
application parameter settings for system performance optimization.

1.4

Contributions

In this dissertation work, we designed and implemented an autonomic management system to improve the quality of cloud services. This system is able to address
the challenges in all service levels including application level, platform level and virtual resource level. It manages the whole cloud system in a coordinated manner. We
summarize the main contributions of our works as follows:
Online autonomic application configuration
1. We develop a reinforcement learning based reconfiguration algorithm enhanced
by efficient heuristic initial policy.
2. We develop an application configuration tool that is able to adaptively configure
application’s critical parameters according to workload and resource variations.
3. We implemented an application management prototype, namely RAC, in a virtualized environment. It is a generic tool with standard APIs that allow an
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easy integration to all applications. It could support large scale multi-tier applications with a large number of parameters. Experimental results with TPCW applications in Xen virtualized environment demonstrated that RAC could
drive the web-application into a near-optimal configuration setting in less than
25 iterations. The results were published in [15, 105].
Performance optimization of virtualized MapReduce platform
1. We develop an exponential interference prediction model to estimate task slowdown caused by interference in the virtual MapReduce cluster. We also introduce a Dynamic Threshold policy to schedule tasks based on the prediction
model.
2. We develop an Adaptive Delay Scheduling algorithm, which improves the Delay
Scheduling algorithm [107] by adjusting delay intervals of ready-to-run jobs in
proportion to their input size. The algorithm also takes into account data
locality in all layers including the server locality.
3. We develop a meta scheduling strategy to integrate the interference-aware scheduling and locality-aware scheduling algorithms and implement the algorithm in an
interference and locality-aware (ILA) scheduling framework. We evaluated the
efficiency of the framework on a 72-node Xen-based virtual MapReduce cluster.
Experimental results with representative CPU and I/O-intensive applications
demonstrate that the ILA scheduler can achieve a speedup of 1.5-6.5 times for
individual jobs and yield an improvement of up to 1.9 times in system throughput compared with four recently proposed task schedulers. It improves data
locality among map tasks by up to 65%. This work is published in [18].
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Coordinated management of virtual resource and applications
1. We develop a model-free hybrid reinforcement algorithm for online configurations and reconfigurations of VM resources and application settings. This
approach combines the advantages of RL method and Simplex method, with
the enhancement of system knowledge-guided exploration policies. The hybrid
approach significantly reduces the search space and improves performance in
the exploration stage.
2. The framework facilitates an automatic tuning of VM resource allocations and
resident application parameter settings in the presence of cloud dynamics. It
is able to drive the system into an optimal (or near optimal) state within tens
of interactions. Unlike previous auto-configuration studies that only considered
either virtual resource management or application parameter tuning, Our framework should be the first approach towards coordinated auto-configurations of
both VM resource and running appliances in clouds, dealing with the interplay
between them.
3. Our prototype implementation of the coordinated tuning framework, namely
CoTuner, demonstrated its effectiveness in an Xen-based virtualized environment. With heterogeneously consolidated applications, including TPCW and
TPCC, CoTuner is able to adapt VM resource allocation and appliance parameter settings to cloud dynamics in a coordinated way. It improves system
throughput by more than 30% over independent tunings. In comparison with
the tuning strategies that is only based on basic RL or Simplex algorithm, our
hybrid algorithm gains 25% to 40% throughput improvement. Moreover, the
algorithm is able to reduce the SLA violations of all applications by more than
80%. This work is presented in [16, 17].
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1.5

Dissertation Organization

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 gives an overview on existing approaches on autonomic management for
application configuration, platform optimization, resource allocation and coordinated
configuration of multiple service layers.
In Chapter 3, we present an autonomic application configuration framework,
namely RAC, based on reinforcement learning approach. The framework is able
to adaptively tune performance critical parameters in response to the variations in
both incoming workload and host VM capacity. To mitigate initial learning overhead
and speedup online configuration process, we equip the RL algorithm with efficient
heuristic initial policies. We evaluate the effectiveness of the framework on a multitier E-commerce benchmark and show that RAC can direct the application to a
near-optimal configuration quickly.
In Chapter 4, we propose an interference and locality-aware task scheduler (ILA)
for MapReduce platform in cloud. The scheduler is able to mitigate VM interference
with the assistance of a performance prediction model. It can improve task data
locality by using Adaptive Delay Scheduling algorithm. We evaluate ILA scheduler in
a Xen-based 72-node virtual cluster with 10 representative CPU and I/O benchmarks.
We compare ILA with 6 other existing MapReduce schedulers and show that ILA is
able to speedup individual jobs and improve system throughput.
In Chapter 5, we proposed an model-free coordinated configuration framework,
namely CoTuner, for both virtual machines and hosted applications. At the heart
of CoTuner is an efficient approach based on Simplex optimization and reinforcement learning methods. Experimental results on Xen VMs with TPCW and TPCC
benchmarks show CoTuner is able to adapt VM and appliance configurations to cloud
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dynamics.
Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation with summaries of our approaches and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work

2.1

Autonomic Computing

In [46], Kephart and Chess defined autonomic computing as a general methodology in which computing systems can manage themselves given high level objectives
from administrators. Its ultimate objective is to develop computer systems capable
of self-management to overcome the rapidly growing management complexity and to
reduce the barrier that complexity poses to further growth. Many researches have devoted to this field with various focuses, including improving application performance,
improving platform efficiency and optimizing resource allocation. The existing selfmanagement system could be majorly classified as self-optimization system and selfhealing system. A recent comprehensive survey of autonomic computing work can
been seen in [41].
Self-optimization systems automatically take actions in response to environment
dynamics to improve system performance. In [56], Liu et al. proposed a fuzzy control
based framework to online optimize response time of a web application. Guo et al.
proposed an automated and agile server parameter tuning agent to improve system
throughput and minimize average response time [34]. In [44], Isard et al. introduced
a task scheduler Quincy for Microsoft’s Dryad computing platform [4] to improve
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task data locality while maintaining fairness. Lama et al. introduced an autonomic
configuration and resource allocation framework to optimize the performance of cloud
MapReduce service [51]. In [98, 99], a fuzzy control based resource allocator were
proposed to guarantee the quality of web services.
Self-healing systems automatically discover and correct system faults. Studies
in [20] reduced downtime of J2EE applications by rapidly and automatically recovering from transient and intermittent software failures. In [79], AutoBash leveraged causal tracking support in Linux to fix mis-configurations in operating system.
Chronus, et al. automated the tedious part of diagnosing kernel bugs using checkpoint
and rollback [100]. In [10], an “outlier-control” framework Mantri was presented for
MapReduce platform, which could detect the abnormal tasks and proactively take
corrective action. In [74], Rao, et al. defined a performance index to measure the
system health based on hardware performance counters and used it to guide virtual
resource allocations.
In this dissertation work, we aim to design and implement a self-optimization system for cloud services. For the application service, we focus on automatic optimizing
the parameter configurations of hosted softwares. We propose an interference and
locality-aware task scheduler to improve the efficiency of cloud platform service. To
increase the resource utilization, we introduce a reinforcement learning based virtual
resource management framework. We proposed an coordinated management system
for both virtual machines and applications to further improve overall system performance.
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2.2

Automatic Application Configuration

Application management is one of the key parts of cloud service management.
Many previous works were devoted to autonomic application configurations.

2.2.1

Heuristic-based approaches

Some of previous works formulated the task as an classical combinatorial optimization problem. Xi et al. [103] applied Hill-climbing algorithms to search optimal configurations for application servers by adjusting a small number of parameters. Osogami
et al [66] proposed a Quick Optimization via Guessing (QOG) algorithm that quickly
selects one of the nearly best configurations with high probability. These heuristic
approaches are highly efficient but tend to trap the system into local optimums when
the complexity of configuration problem is increased due to cloud dynamics. Our
automatic management framework employs reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm
to make configuration decision. RL algorithm cloud inherently avoid local optimums
by maximizing long-term reward instead of immediate performance feedback.

2.2.2

Control-based approaches

In [56], Liu et al. proposed a fuzzy control based algorithm to online optimize
response time of a web server. Zhang et al. [109] developed a online tuning agent to
reconfigure the application sever according to system variations. In [27], a distributed
controller was proposed in a two-tier website with an actuator in each tier. However,
the inherent complexity of the control approach considerably limited capacity of their
auto-configuration method. Therefore, all of these works restricted themselves to
the tuning of limited parameters. In our work, the application configuration agents
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automatically tune all the parameters of interconnected tiers coordinately. The highly
efficient online learning approach can deal with a large number of parameters without
offline testings. Moreover, the performance of control-based approaches heavily rely
on the accuracy of the system model, which is difficult to obtain when the number of
parameter increases greatly. In contrast, our RL-based approach assumes no explicit
models for either incoming workload or host system.

2.2.3

Configuration of Multi-component Applications

For large-scale multi-components applications, the configurations of interconnected
components interfere with each other. Treating the system as independent blackboxes can not achieve optimal performance. In [111], Zheng et al employed a CART
algorithm to generate the parameter dependency graph through a three tier web
system, which explicitly represented relationship between configurable parameters.
Chung et al. demonstrated that the performance improvement cannot easily be
achieved by tuning individual component of web system [23]. These two works suggested to construct performance functions of parameters in a direct approach so as
to tune the parameters by optimizing the functions. However, the huge number of
initial testings made their works not applicable to online adaptations. Unlike these
works, our RL-based approach is able to learning through interactions with system.
It requires no initial testings.

2.2.4

Application Performance Improvement

Many works are devoted to improving application performance via various approaches. In [50], Kim et al. proposed POIROT, a system that can audit past requests in a web application for exploits of a newly patched security vulnerability and
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help administrators detect past intrusions. In [55], Lim et al. introduced an adaptive
storage allocator for multi-tier web applications in response to the variations in user
demand. In [24], Costa et al. presented an in-network aggregation mechanism for
big-data applications to improve the performance by mitigating network contention.
These works are orthogonal to our automatic configuration work.

2.3

Performance Optimization for Platforms

There have been many studies devoted to improving system throughout, job completion time and fairness of platforms, especially MapReduce platform, in physical or
virtualized environments. Existing works have addressed these issues via task scheduling optimization, adaptive resource management or data locality improvement.

2.3.1

Task Scheduling Improvement for Platforms

Following on the MapReduce seminar work [25], many researches focused on improving task scheduling algorithms for this platform. Yahoo’s Capacity scheduler
supports multiple queues for shared users and guarantees each queue a fair share of
the capacity of the cluster [6]. Facebook’s fairness scheduler uses delay scheduling
algorithm to achieve good data locality by slightly compromising fairness restriction [107]. In [108], Zaharia, et al. proposed Longest Approximate Time to End
(LATE) scheduling algorithm to improve MapReduce applications’ performance in
heterogenous environment through accurate speculative execution. However, none of
them could maintain its effectiveness in virtualized cloud environments due to VM
interference.
A large body of work has studied the task scheduling algorithm in other distributed
platform. In [44], Isard, et al. introduced a novel task scheduler Quincy for Microsoft’s
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Dryad computing environment [4] to achieve good data locality while maintaining
fairness through an optimization process. In [5], the Torque, an batch scheduler for
HPC cluster, is presented to support job priority and resource-consumption-aware
scheduling. In [85], a novel grid scheduler Condor is proposed to improve performance
within locality constraints. In [40], Mesos provides efficient resource isolation and
sharing across distributed applications or frameworks. However, none of approaches
targets the virtualized environment. Their performance will be compromised by the
virtualization overhead and VM interference when moving to could. In contrast, our
approach is able to mitigate the VM interference and improve system performance.

2.3.2

Resource Management and Interference Mitigation

As MapReduce cloud service becomes an attractive usage model, virtual resource
management for MapReduce applications has draw more and more attentions. Sandholm et al. proposed a system with proportional shared mechanism that dynamically adjusts resource allocations to MapReduce jobs [76]. Park et al. introduced a
locality-aware dynamic VM reconfiguration technique to improve MapReduce’s performance [70]. In [69], a resource management framework Purlieus was proposed to
enhance the performance of MapReduce jobs by coupling data and VM placement.
In [54], Li et al. proposed, CAM, a topology aware resource manager for MapReduce
applications in clouds using a minimum cost flow method. CAM focused on optimizing data and VM placement with considerations of task data locality as well as
resource utilization, including both computational and storage resources. In contrast,
our work addresses the management issue from a different perspective. It improves
the performance of MapReduce applications via application-level task scheduling optimization. Our work is able to adapt to any data/VM deployment and resource
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allocation policy. It requires no modification for the underlying resource management. Moreover, our work can not only avoid server overload due to inappropriate
VM deployment or resource allocations, but also mitigate interference between cohosted VMs.
Overcoming the interference between co-hosted VMs is one of essential challenges
in cloud management. In [53], Lee, et al. have studied the effect of virtualization overhead and VM interference and validated the existed VM consolidation approaches in
the presence of such impact. Hardware solutions or operating system improvements
have been extensively studied in previous works, including dynamical cache partition [71, 104], intelligent memory management [60] and operating system scheduling
for multi-core processor [29, 112]. Our approach deals with the interference problem
without any modification of existing hardware platforms or operating systems. In [62],
Q-Clouds suggested to mitigate the interference by dynamically tuning resource allocation to VMs using an online feedback control method. Most recently, TRACON,
an interference-aware task scheduler was proposed for data-intensive applications in
virtual environment [21]. It is able to effectively mitigate I/O interference with the
help of a prediction model. Their model is less accurate than our exponential prediction model. Also TRACON focused on mitigating interference with no consideration
of data locality.

2.3.3

Task Locality Improvement for Platforms

A lot of works are devoted to improving data locality for data-intensive cluster
applications. In [9], a system that replicated blocks based on their popularity was presented to alleviate data hotspots and speed up jobs. In [45], Jin et al. proposed an
availability-aware MapReduce data placement policy for non-dedicated distributed
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computing environment. These approaches were mainly designed for physical environment. However, in cloud environments, the predictions on popularity [9] or
availability [45] may lose their effectiveness due to the unawareness of the presence of
two levels of topology: physical server and VM level. Hotspots may still exist on the
physical server level when the data placement is optimized for the VM level. Moreover, in cloud, data locality optimization does not necessarily lead to performance
improvement due to the resource contention. Our work considers both interference
and task data locality.

2.3.4

Performance Optimization for MapReduce Platform

The growing popularity of MapReduce has spurred many works on improving the
MapReduce performance from system to application level. Kang et al. improved
the performance of MapReduce virtual cluster by modifying the context-switching
mechanism of the Xen credit scheduler [47]. Herodotou et al. proposed StarFish
to improve MapReduce performance by automatically configuring Hadoop parameters [39]. In [10], an “outlier-control” framework Mantri was presented, which could
detect the abnormal tasks and proactively take corrective action. These works are
orthogonal to our work.

2.4

Coordinated Resource Management

Resource management is the foundation of platform management and application
management. It is an important and challenging task, especially when dealing with
fluctuating workloads and performance interference. Recent works demonstrated the
feasibility of statistical modeling, machine learning, control theory and mathematical optimization methods to automatic resource management in both physical and
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virtualized environment.

2.4.1

Resource Management in Physical Environment

Many works focused on resource management in traditional physical environment.
In [99, 106], Xu, et al. proposed an adaptive controller to modulate CPU share
between different classes of traffic for page-view response time guarantees. In [48],
Karve et al. presented a middleware clustering technology that is capable of allocating
resources to web applications through dynamic application instance placement. A
highly scalable resource controller for large-scale web applications was introduced by
Tang et al. in response to the dynamic application demand [81]. In [82], Tesauro
et al. proposed a machine-learning based server allocation algorithm to adaptively
adjust the number of active servers for performance optimization.
A large body of work has studied the resource management in large-scale distributed system. Nimrod/G [19] is a Grid resource broker for managing and steering
task farming applications. Darwin [78] is a customizable resource management framework for creating value added network services. In [6], a queue-based scheduler was
proposed to guarantee the fair share of the capacity of a large MapReduce cluster
among multiple users.

2.4.2

Resource Management in Virtualized Environment

The challenges in physical resource management still exist in virtualized environment. The virtualization raise new challenges in resource management, such as
dealing with VM interference, fine-grained resource demand and other cloud dynamics. In this dissertation, we focus on virtual resource management.
Cloud computing allows cost-efficient server consolidation to increase system uti-
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lization and reduce cost. Early works focused on the tuning of single resources.
In [68], Padala, et al. employed a proportional controller to allocate CPU shares to
VM-based multi-tier applications. In [77], the authors employed domain knowledge
guided regression analysis for CPU management in database server. The work in [37]
dynamically controlled the VM’s memory allocation based on memory utilization.
Xen employs Self-Ballooning [57] to do dynamic memory allocation. In our work, the
VM agent consider multiple types of resources, including both CPU and memory.
Configuring multiple virtual resources is a challenging task due to the complex
relationship between resource allocation and system performance. Padala et al. [67]
successfully applied multi-input multi-out(MIMO) controllers to automatically allocate CPU share and I/O bandwidth to multiple VMs. They applied an autoregressive-moving-average (ARMA) model to represent the allocation to application
performance relationship. In [97], Wang, et al. proposed a two-layer control architecture to provide power-efficient QoS guarantees for virtualized enterprise servers.
The primary control loop employed a MIMO control over CPU resources to guarantee
performance while the secondary loop controls CPU frequency for power efficiency.
Their approaches rely on pre-defined explicit system models, building which can be
highly knowledge-intensive and labor-intensive for complex system. Different from
them, our hybrid RL approach does not require explicit model of either the managed
system or the external process.
There were other resource management works devoted to application and VM
consolidations. Their objectives were consolidating multiple applications or VMs into
physical servers to achieve high resource utilization without compromising system
performance. In [38], Hermenier, et al. formulated the dynamic consolidation task as
a Multiple Knapsack problem and applied constraint programming to minimize both
number of working nodes and placement costs. Gong, et al. proposed a consolida-
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tion approach based on VM demand pattern signature and employed signal processing
techniques to perform signature extraction and matching [31]. Verma in [92, 91] introduced placement strategies to dynamically deploy the VMs to minimizing the power
consumption of a virtualized data center under the applications’ SLA constraints.
Compared with these work, our work focus on the system wide performance optimization through VM capacity adaptation and application parameter tuning instead
of dynamic deployment.
Previous studies on virtual resource management or application parameter tuning only considered individual aspect of these two layers of configurations. To our
best knowledge, our work should be the first approach towards coordinated autoconfigurations of both VM resource and running appliances in clouds, dealing with
interference between them.

2.5

Reinforcement Learning in Autonomic Management

RL offers two potential benefits in autonomic management. First, RL does not
require explicit model of either the managed system or the external process, like incoming traffic. Second, It can deal with the delayed effect and local optimum problem.
Recent studies showed the feasibility of RL approaches in autonomic management.
In [82, 84], Tesauro et al. proposed RL-based resource allocators to adaptively tune
the number of application instances in data centers. In [83], a RL-based framework
was presented, which is able to simultaneously manage both performance and power
consumption. Bar-Hillel et al. employed RL algorithm in capacity tuning by adjusting the number of concurrently running jobs in a grid [13]. Ipek et al. proposed an
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efficient memory controller by using RL method [43].
RL-based approaches were initially applied to automatic configuration of application parameters in web systems [15] and VM resource in virtual data centers [73]
independently. Both works designed the configuration agents to be run with modelbased performance approximators or pre-learned initial Q-table, for the purpose of
addressing the scalability and poor initial performance issues. In [72], we proposed a
scalable distributed RL algorithm for elastic virtual resource provisioning in a large
scale data center. The configuration agents were enhanced with a highly efficient
representation of experiences (CMAC) and intelligent initial policies to improve system performance. However, the interplay between the two layers of configurations
significantly increases the complexity of coordinated configuration task. Building an
accurate performance approximator or initial policies requires much human effort and
knowledge in such context. In contrast, our hybrid RL algorithm employs Simplex
method to reduce state space and uses system knowledge-guided exploration policy
to guide configuration process [16, 17]. It does not assume any performance model
or initial policy.
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Chapter 3
Automatic Application Configuration

3.1

Introduction

Cloud application service has a key requirement for management. In a web-based
system, configuration is crucial to the performance and service availability. Today’s
web applications usually contain a large number of parameters to be configured when
they are deployed. The system scale and complexity have increased beyond the
capability of an average-skilled operator. For multi-component applications, the interaction between the components makes performance tuning of the parameters even
harder. A misconfiguration in one tier may cause a series of mis-configurations in the
other tiers. Performance optimization of individual component does not necessarily
lead to overall system performance improvement.
In cloud, the host environment becomes more dynamic than that in traditional
data center. The hardware resource allocated to the host machines are changing
with the application demand and the resource restriction for the provisioning of QoS
guarantees and meanwhile maximizing resource utilization. This dynamic resource
allocation adds one more dimension of challenges. The application configuration
should be conducted automatically and adaptively in response to the cloud dynamics.
There were many past studies devoted to autonomic configuration of web sys-
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tems; see [103, 109, 23, 111, 56] for examples. Most of them focused on performance
parameters tuning for dynamic workload in a static environment. Xi et al. [103]
and Zhang [109] used hill-climbing algorithms to search the best settings for a small
number of key parameters in application servers. Chung et al. [23] and Zheng et
al. [111] suggested to construct performance functions of configurable parameters in
a direct approach so as to tune the parameters by optimizing the functions. Because
of the time complexity of their optimization approaches, they are not applicable to
online setting of the parameters in virtualized dynamic platforms. In [56], Liu et al.
proposed a fuzzy control approach to adaptively reconfigure Apache Web server to
optimize response time. It targeted at online tuning in responses to changing workload. However, because of the inherent complexity of the control approach, it was
limited to the tuning of single MaxClient parameter.
In this chapter, we present a reinforcement learning (RL) approach, namely RAC,
for automatic configuration of multi-tier web systems in virtualized dynamic environments. The RAC approach has the following features: (1) It is applicable to multi-tier
web systems where each tier contains several key parameters to configure; (2) It is
able to adapt system configuration to the change of workload in VM-based dynamic
environments where resource allocated to the system may change over time; (3) It is
able to support online auto-configuration.
Online configuration has a time efficiency requirement, which renders conventional
RL approaches impractical. To reduce the initial learning overhead, we enhanced the
RL algorithm with efficient heuristic initialization policies. It is able to efficiently
adapt performance-critical parameter settings not only to the change of workload, but
also to the change of host virtual machine’s capacity. The configuration framework
is non-intrusive in the sense that it requires no change in either server or client sides.
All the information needed is application level performance such as throughput and
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response time. It provides a generic tool for application management with standard
API, which could be easily extended to other applications.

3.2
3.2.1

Challenges in Web Application Configuration
Match Configuration to Workload

Application level performance of a web system heavily depends on the characteristics of the incoming workload. Different types of workloads may require different
amounts and different types of resources. Application configuration must match the
demand of current workloads to achieve a good performance.
For instance, MaxClients is one of the key performance parameters in Apache,
which sets the maximum number of requests to be served simultaneously. Setting it
to a too small value would lead to low resource utilization; in contrast, a high value
may drive the system into an overloaded state. With limited resource, how to set
this parameter should be determined by the requests resource consumption and their
arrival rates. Configurations of this parameter for resource intensive workload may
lead to poor performance under lightly loaded conditions.
To investigate the effect of configuration on performance, we conducted experiments on a three-tier Apache [87]/Tomcat [90]/MySQL [61] website. Recall Apache
and Tomcat each has more than a hundred configuration parameters. Based on recent reports of industry practices and our own test results, we selected ten most
performance relevant run-time configurable parameters from different tiers, as shown
in Table 3.1 defined in Section 3.5.1.
We tested the performance using TPC-W benchmark. TPC-W benchmark defines
three types of workloads: ordering, shopping, and browsing, representing three dif-
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Figure 3.1: Performance under configurations tuned for different workloads.
ferent traffic mixes. It is expected that each workload has its preferred configuration,
under which the system would yield the lowest average response time.

Figure 3.1

shows the system performance for different workloads under the three best configurations (out of our test cases). From the figure, we observe that there is no single
configuration suitable for all kinds of workloads. In particular, the best configuration
for shopping or browsing would yield extremely poor performance under ordering
workload.

3.2.2

Match Configuration to Dynamic Resource Allocation

For a web system hosted on VMs, its capacity is capped by the virtual resources. It
tends to change with reconfiguration of the VM (for fault tolerance, service migration,
and other purposes). The change of the VM resource allocation renders the previous
web system configuration obsolete and hence calls for reconfiguration online. Such
reconfigurations are error prone and sometimes even counter-intuitive. In the following, we still use MaxClients parameter to show the challenges due to VM resource
change. In this experiment, we kept a constant workload and dynamically changed
the VM resource allocated to the application and database servers. We defined three
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Figure 3.2: Effect of MaxClients on performance.
levels of resource provisioning: Level-1 (4 virtual CPUs and 4GB memory), Level-2
(3 virtual CPUs and 3GB memory), and Level-3 (2 virtual CPUs and 2GB memory)
as shown in Table 3.2. Figure 3.2 shows the impact of different MaxClients settings
under different VM configurations. From the figure, we can see that each platform has
each own preferred MaxClients setting leading to the minimum response time. We
notice that as the capacity of the machine increases, the optimal value of MaxClients
actually goes down instead of going up as we initially expected. The main reason for
this counter-intuitive finding is that with the VM becoming more and more powerful,
it can complete a request in a shorter time. As a result, the number of concurrent
requests will decrease and there is no need for a large MaxClients number. Moreover, the measured response time included request queuing time and its processing
time. The MaxClients parameter controls the balance between these two factors.
A large value would reduce the queueing time, but at the cost of processing time
because of the increased level of concurrency. The tradeoff between the queuing time
and processing time is heavily dependent on the concurrent workload and hardware
resource.
MaxClient aside, we tested the settings of other parameters under different VM
configurations. Their effects are sometimes counter-intuitive due to the dynamic
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Figure 3.3: Performance under configurations tuned for different VMs.
features of web systems.

Figure 3.3 shows no single configuration is best for all

platforms. In particular, the performance under Level-2 resource may even deliver
better performance under Level-1 platform.

3.3

RL Approach to Auto-configuration

In this section, we will present an overview of our RL approach and its application
to auto-configuration.

3.3.1

Parameter Selection and Auto-configuration

Today’s web systems often contain a large number of configurable parameters. Not
all of them are performance relevant. For tractability of auto-configuration, we first
select the most performance-critical parameters as configuration candidates. Because
online reconfiguration is intended to improve performance at the cost of its run-time
overhead, including a huge number of parameters will sharply increase the online
search spaces, causing a long time delay to converge or making the system unstable.
To select an appropriate tuning parameter, we have to deal with the tradeoff between
how much the parameter affects the performance and how much overhead it causes
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during the online searching.
Even from the performance perspective, how to select the appropriate parameters
for configuration is a challenge. In [111], authors used parameters dependency graph
to find the performance relevant parameters and the relationship among them. Our
focus is on autonomic reconfiguration in response to system variations by adjusting
a selective group of parameters. How to automatically select the relevant parameters
is beyond the scope of this paper.
For a selective group of parameter in different tiers, we design a RL-based autonomic configuration agent for multi-tier web systems. The agent consists of three key
components: performance monitor, decision maker, and configuration controller. The
performance monitor passively measures the web system performance at a predefined
time interval (one minute in experiments), and sends the information to RL-based
decision maker. The only information the decision maker needs is the application
level performance such as response time or throughput. It requires no OS-level or
hardware level information for portability. The decision maker runs a RL algorithm
and produces a state-action table, called Q-value table. A state is defined as a configuration of the selected parameters. Possible actions include increasing, decreasing
their values or keeping unchanged; see the next section for details. Based on the dynamically updated Q table, the configuration controller generates the configuration
policy and reconfigures the whole system if necessary.

3.3.2

RL-based Decision Making

Reinforcement learning is a process of learning through interactions with an external environment (or the web system in this paper). A RL problem is often modeled
as a finite Markov Decision Process (MDP). An MDP can be formulated with a set
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of state S, a set of actions A, an immediate reward function Ra (s, s0 )= E(rt+1 |st =
s, st+1 = s0 , at = a) and a state transition probability function Pa (s, s0 )= P r(st+1 =
s0 |st = s, at = a). At each time interval t, the learning agent perceives it current
state st ∈ S and selects a valid action at ∈ A. The action selection decision is determined not only by the immediate reward, but also by the future rewards the following
states would yield. The “goodness” of an action in a given state is measured by a
value function Q(s, a), which estimates the future accumulated rewards by taking this
action:
∞
X
γ k rt+k+1 |st = s, at = a),
Q(s, a) = E(
k=0

where 0 < γ < 1 is a discount factor helping Q(s, a)’s convergence. The optimal
value function Q∗ (s, a) is unique and can be defined as the solution to the following
equation:
Q∗ (s, a) =

X

Pa (s, s0 )(Ra (s, s0 ) + γ max
Q∗ (s0 , a0 )),
0
a

s0 ∈S

where s0 and a0 are the next state and action. Because configuration decision is based
on such long term rewards, RL agent is able to deal with delayed effect and local
optimum problems.
The output of RL is a policy π that maps the system states to the best actions.
The optimal policy π ∗ achieves the maximal expected return from any initial state,
as defined below:

π ∗ (s) = arg max(Ra (s, s0 ) + γ
a

X

Pa (s, s0 )Q∗ (s0 , a0 )).

s0 ∈S

Following the optimal policy, given state s, the best action should be the one that
maximizes the sum of the immediate reward and the expected discounted reward of
the next state s0 . During each iteration, RL agent selects action according to current
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policy and observes reward feedback. The new reward is used to update Q(s, a).
Current policy π is improved based on the updated Q(s, a). Both of the value function
and policy would converge to their optimal value after sufficient interactions. For RL
agent, finding an optimal policy is equivalent to generating the optimal value function
Q∗ (s, a) for each state. During the learning, Q(s, a) need to keep updating until its
value sufficiently approximates Q∗ (s, a).
We first cast the online automatic configuration problem as a MDP, by defining
state space S, action set A, and immediate reward function r(s, a).

State Space For the online auto-configuration task, we define a state as a possible
system configuration. For the selective group of n parameters, we represent a state
by a vector in the form as:

si = (P ara1 , P ara2 , · · · , P aran ).

Action Set We define three basic actions: increase, decrease, and keep associated
with each parameter. We use a vector ai to represent an action on parameter i. Each
element itself is a 3-element vector, indicating taken/not-taken (1/0) of three actions.
For example, the following notation represents an increase action on parameter i:

aincrease
= (· · · , P arai (1, 0, 0), P aran (0, 0, 1)).
i

Immediate Reward The immediate reward should correctly reflect the system
performance. The immediate reward r at time interval t is defined as

rt = SLA − perft ,
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where SLA is a reference time predefined in Service Level Agreement, and perf is
measured response time. For a given SLA, a lower response time returns a positive
reward to the agent; otherwise the agent will receive a negative penalty.

Q-value Learning The temporal difference (TD) is most suitable for our work due
to its two advantages: It needs no model of the environment and it updates Q-values
at each time step based on its estimation. Using such incremental fashion, the average
Q-value of an action a on state s, denoted by Q(s, a), can be refined once after each
immediate reward r is collected:

Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α ∗ [rt+1 + γ ∗ Q(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )],

where α is a learning rate parameter that facilitates convergence to the true Q-values
in the presence of noisy or stochastic rewards and state transitions [80], and γ is the
discount rate to guarantee the accumulated reward convergence in continuing task.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code of our Q-value learning algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Q-value Learning Algorithm.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Initialize Q table
Initialize state st
error = 0
repeat
for each state s do
at = get action(st ) using  − greedy policy
for (step = 1;step <LIMIT;step + +) do
Take action at observe r and St+1
Qt = Qt + α ∗ (r + γ ∗ Qt+1 − Qt )
error = M AX(error, |Qt − Qprevious−t |)
st = st+1 , at+1 = get action(st ), at = at+1
end for
end for
until error < θ
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3.4

Online Learning and Adaptation

RL algorithm explores system dynamic features by interacting with the external
environment. A practical problem with the basic algorithm is that the number of
Q-values that need to explore increases exponentially with the number of attributes
used in state representations. The initial poor performance and long time convergence
make the online learning challenge.

3.4.1

Policy Initialization

The initial poor performance and poor scalability would limit the potential of
RL algorithms for online auto-configuration. For a remedy, our RL agent assumes an
external policy initialization strategy to accelerate the learning process. Briefly, it first
samples the performance of a small portion of typical configurations and uses these
sample data to predict the performance of other similar configurations. Based on
these information, the agent runs another reinforcement learning process to generate
an initial policy for the online learning procedure.
First, to learn the initial policy, we need to collect training data for the subsequent
RL Learning. It is not practical to collect the performances of all the configurations
due to its long time consumption. A key issue is to choose representative states for
approximation. In implementation, we use a technique named parameter grouping to
group parameters with similar characteristics together so as to reduce the state space.
For example, both parameters MaxClients and MaxThreads are limited by the system
capacity and both parameters KeepAlive timeout and session timeout are limited
by the number of concurrent transactions. Then the first two parameters form one
group and the other two form another group. The parameters in the same group are
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Figure 3.4: Concave upward effect of MaxClients and regression.
always given the similar value. Moreover, coarse granularity is used for each group
during training data collection instead of the fine granularity used in online learning.
After having the state value of representative configurations, we use a simple but
efficient method to predict the performance of other configurations. It is based on the
fact that all parameters have a concave upward effect on the performance, as revealed
in [56]. Figure 3.4 shows the concave upward effect of a single parameter MaxClient
on response time, observed in one of our experiments. By using polynomial regression
algorithm, we formulate the performance as a function of configurable parameters and
predict performance of the absent states in the data collection step.
After getting all the training data, we run a offline reinforcement learning process
showed in Algorithm 1 to generate an initial Q-value table for online learning. In
implementation, we set α = 0.1, γ = 0.9,  = 0.1 for the offline training. Algorithm 2
gives the pseudo-code of the policy initialization algorithm.

3.4.2

Online Learning

Although the policy initialization could avoid the initial poor performance, it
may not be accurate enough for reconfiguration decision. In the subsequent online
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Algorithm 2 Policy Initialization.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Parameter Grouping
for each group do
Collect data in coarse granularity
end for
Generate regression-based predicting function
Predict performance of unvisited configuration
Run RL process to learn an initial policy

learning, our agent keeps measuring the current system performance and retraining
the Q-value table at each time interval using Algorithm 1 with α = 0.1, γ = 0.9,  =
0.05 . For each retraining procedure, the agent updates the performance information
for current configuration but still keep the old information for other configurations.
Based on these updated performance information, it updates the Q-value table using
batch training so as to guarantee that most of the states are aware of the new changes
in the system. After each retraining, the agent will then direct the system to the next
state based on the new policy derived from the updated Q-value table.

3.4.3

Adaptation to Workload and System Dynamics

Recall that the web system is hosted in a VM-based environment, there are two
dynamic factors: the changing of incoming workloads and VM resource variation.
As we discussed in Section 3.2, there is no single best configuration for all types of
workloads and VM resource profiles. We call the combinations of traffic mixes and
the VM resource settings as system contexts. To address the problem of poor initial
performance and accelerate the learning process, we construct different initialization
policies for different system contexts through offline training. Algorithm 3 shows the
online training and adaptation algorithm. The RL agent continuously collect the
immediate reward in each configuration, and compares it with the average of the
last n values. An abrupt change in the reward value is considered as a violation. If
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violations are detected in several consecutive iterations, the agent believes that there
is a context change and switches to a corresponding initial policy. The violations are
detected based on a violation threshold v thr. Once there are s thr times violations
happened continuously, the agent will switch to a most suitable initial policy according
to the current performance. The threshold s thr controls the trade-off between the
agent’s adaptability and stability. Setting it to a too small value will make the
agent too sensitive to system fluctuations but a too large value will harm the agent’s
adaptability. The effect of the s thr will be discussed in Section 3.5.2. Empirically,
we set n, s thr, and the v thr to 10, 5, and 0.3, respectively.

pvar = |rptimecur − rptimeaver |/rptimeaver ,


 0 if pvar ≤ v thr;
violation =

 1 otherwise.

Algorithm 3 Online Learning.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Input initialized Q-value table
Input initialized state St
for each configuration iteration do
Issue reconfiguration action based on current Q-value table
Measure current performance
Check context variations
If number of consecutive violations exceeds s thr
Then Switch policy
Update Q-value table using Algorithm 1
Enter the next step
end for
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3.5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the RL-based auto-configuration
agent on a multi-tier web system running TPC-W benchmark. The application level
performance is measured in terms of the response time and throughput.

3.5.1

Experimental Setup

To evaluate the effectiveness of the RAC approach, we deployed a multi-tier website in a VM-based environment. The physical machine was configured with two
Intel quad-core Xeon CPUs and 8GB memory. A client machine with the same hardware configuration was used to emulate concurrent customers. All experiments were
conducted in the same local network.
The physical machine hosting the multi-tier website installed Xen virtual machine
monitor(VMM) version 3.1. Xen [102] is a high performance resource-managed VMM,
which consists of two components: a hypervisor and a driver domain. The hypervisor provides the guest OS the illusion of occupying the actual hardware devices.
The driver domain is in charge of managing other guest VMs and executes resource
allocation policies. In our experiments, both the driver domain and the VMs were
running CentOS 5.0 with Linux kernel 2.6.18. The multi-tier website was deployed
on two VMs, with Apache web server in the first one and Tomcat application server
and MySQL database server in the other one. The RAC agent resided in the driver
domain.
We evaluated the RAC approach using the TPC-W benchmark [75]. TPC-W
benchmark defines three different workload mixes: ordering, shopping, and browsing. They have different combinations of browsing and ordering requests. Based on
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Table 3.1: Tunable performance critical parameters.

Web
server

Application
server
Database
server

Parameters
MaxClients
Keepalive timeout
MinSpareServers
MaxSpareServers
MaxThreads
Session timeout
minSpareThreads
maxSpareThreads
MaxConnection
tablecache

Ranges
[50, 600]
[1, 21]
[5, 85]
[15, 95]
[50, 600]
[1, 35]
[5, 85]
[15, 95]
[50, 600]
[16, 256]

Default
150
15
5
15
200
30
5
50
200
32

Table 3.2: Examples of contexts with different workloads and VM resources.
Context
Context-1
Context-2
Context-3
Context-4
Context-5
Context-6
Context-7
Context-8
Context-9

Workload mixes
Shopping
Ordering
Ordering
Shopping
Ordering
Browsing
Ordering
Ordering
Browsing

VM resources
Level 1
Level 1
Level 3
Level 2
Level 2
Level 1
Level 4
Level 3
Level 3

Application
4 vcpu 4GB
4 vcpu 4GB
2 vcpu 4GB
3 vcpu 4GB
3 vcpu 4GB
4 vcpu 4GB
1 vcpu 1GB
2 vcpu 1GB
2 vcpu 1GB

4
4
2
3
3
4
1
2
2

Database
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 4GB
vcpu 1GB
vcpu 1GB
vcpu 1GB

recent reports of industry practices and our own test results, we selected ten most
performance relevant run-time configurable parameters from different tiers, as shown
in Table 3.1. To evaluate the RAC approach’s adaptation to system dynamics, we
changed the client traffic as well as the resources allocated to the VMs hosting the
website. Considering the fact that the application server and data base server are the
bottleneck for our system, only the resources allocated to the VM hosting the last
two tiers are changed. Table 3.2 lists the combinations of the client traffic and VM
resources.
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3.5.2

Performance of Configuration Policies

In this section, we studied the effectiveness of the RAC approach for online autoconfiguration. We compared the RAC agent with the other two configuration approaches. The first one is with static default parameter settings as listed in Table 3.1.
The other is a trial-and-error method based on tuning individual parameters. This
approach assumes that all parameters have a concave upward effect on system performance. More specifically, the trial-and-error method tunes the system starting
from an arbitrary parameter and fixing the remaining parameters. The parameter
setting that produces the best performance is selected as the optimal value for this
parameter. Then the agent goes to the next parameter. Once all the parameters are
processed, the resulted parameters settings are considered as the best configuration
for the system. This approach mimics the way an administrator may use to tune the
system manually.
In this experiment, we dynamically changed the system contexts to evaluate the
adaptability of the RAC agent. The system stayed in one context for 30 iterations before switching to a new one. Figure 3.5 plots the online performance of the RAC agent
compared to the other two methods in three consecutive system contexts: context-1
(from 0 to 30 iteration), context-2 (from 31 to 60 iteration) and context-3 (from 61-90
iteration).
From Figure 3.5, we can see that RAC agent performed best among the three
approaches. It was always able to drive the system to a stable state in less than
25 interactions with the external environment. Its overall performance was around
30% better than the trail-and-error agent and 60% better than the static default
configuration. Furthermore, the RAC agent was able to adapt to context change in
a timely way. After the client traffic changed at the 30th iteration, the RAC agent
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Figure 3.5: Performance due to different auto-configuration policies.
continuously observed performance violations and switched policy at iteration 35. The
response time dropped more than 60% after RAC agent got the new initial policy.
The new policy can lead the system to a stable configuration within 15 iterations.
More importantly, the RAC agent consistently improved the performance during the
process of parameter reconfiguration. It could optimize the cumulative reward during
the reconfiguration steps avoiding severe performance degradation.
As we expected, the static default configuration yielded the worst performance
in most of the test cases. Because there was no adaptation to the system context
variations, the static configuration was not suitable for dynamic environment. For
most of the time, the trail-and-error agent produced a much better performance and
it was able to drive the system to a stable state. However, because this approach was
based on tuning individual parameters independently, the agent was prone to being
trapped in local optimal settings.

Figure 3.5 shows that the performance of the

stable states found by trail-and-error agent were at least 30% worse than those found
by the RAC agent. Moreover, with the increase of the number of tunable parameters,
convergence to a stable state would become a challenge to this approach due to the
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Figure 3.6: Effect of online training.
huge size of the search space.
We notice that, in some cases, the resulted performance of the RAC agent was not
so good as others. For example, in the second context transition at the 60th iteration,
the system experienced five iterations of poor performance before the agent detected
the context changes. We refer to the detection delay as policy switching delay. The
policy switching delay can be mitigated by reducing s thr. However, this may cause
unstable performance due to false detections of context change and frequently switch
of initial policies. In our work, our original setting of 5 worked well. Several iterations
of policy switching delay should be acceptable for the web system.

3.5.3

Effect of Online Learning

Recall that the initial policies are learned from offline traces for specific system
contexts. In this experiment, we study whether it is necessary to refine the learned
policies through online learning.
Figure 3.6 compares the agent’s performance with and without online learning.
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The agent without online learning drove the system to a stable configuration in 12 iterations less than the one uses online learning. However, the policy refined by online
learning achieved better stable performance. There is approximately 50% performance improvement from the online refinement than the offline trained policy. The
slower convergence to a stable state and the fluctuations at the beginning in online
learning attribute to the process of online interactions which involve a certain amount
of exploration actions. Explorations are often considered as sub-optimal actions that
explore environment dynamics. Although online learning suffered a longer convergence time and initial fluctuation, it was able to find a better configuration than the
offline policy.

3.5.4

Effect of Policy Initialization

The state space of the RL algorithm grows exponentially with the number of configurable parameters. Without an initial policy, RL algorithm needs to perform a
large amount of explorations operations before obtaining a stable policy. The exploration may lead the system into suboptimal states and harm the performance.
In this section, we studied the effect of policy initialization on improving RL online
performance.
Figure 3.7(a) and Figure 3.7(b) show the performance of the RAC agents with
and without policy initialization in system context-2 and context-4. From the figures,
we observe that the agent with policy initialization led to considerable performance
improvements. In Figure 3.7(b), after 8 iterations, the response time due to the
RAC agent without policy initialization was always above 6 times longer than the
one with initialization. In Figure 3.7(a), the performance gap was not as big as in
Figure 3.7(b), but remains substantial. The differences may be due to the fact that
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Figure 3.7: Performance with and without policy initialization.
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Figure 3.8: Performance with static and adaptive policy initialization.
the optimal state in context-2 was much closer to the default configurations than in
context-4. In both cases, the agents with policy initialization were able to drive the
system to a stable state in less than 12 iterations. In contrast, the agents without
policy initialization failed to generate fixed policies with stable configurations in a
small number of interactions.
Note that, in a dynamic web system, it is not always possible to derive sufficient
environment specific initial policies for all the contexts. In this experiment, we show
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that the initial policies attained for certain system contexts can be used as an good
starting point for online learning. The RL algorithm continuously revises the policy
through online interactions. We compared the performance of the agent using static
policy with the one that adaptively switches policies upon context changes. In the
experiment, we randomly selected the initial policy derived from system context2 as the static policy. We evaluated the performance of the static initial policy
and adaptive initial policy under system context-5 and system context-6 separately.
Figure 3.8(a) and Figure 3.8(b) show the results, respectively.
The figures suggest that the agents with static policy initialization were able to
drive the systems to stable states in less than 27 iterations. The static policies were
gradually refined by online learning and the response time were improved as more
interactions were performed. Although the agents with static policies needed more
time to converge to a stable configuration, the resulted configurations yield similar
performance to the ones generated by dynamic policies. The agent with static policy
initialization was able to keep the response time at a relatively low level after a limited
number of iterations, for example, 12 iterations in Figure 3.8(b) and 19 iterations in
Figure 3.8(a).
Both the online batch training and the characteristics of web systems contributed
to the effectiveness of the static initial policy. During each iteration, newly measured
performance information was used to retrain the Q table. The recent attained rewards
spread the environment dynamics to all the states. Therefore, although the static
initial policy can not accurately reflect the system dynamics, the interactions between
the agent and the external environment was able to calibrate the mapping from
configuration to performance within an acceptable amount of time. Moreover, for a
web system, some extreme configurations are rarely used in practice. For example,
in our experiment, setting the KeepAlive timeout to a value higher than 20 seems
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a bad decision. Because few web pages in TPC-W benchmark requires the TCP
connections to be kept for such a long time. The static policy can automatically filter
out these impractical configurations and avoid possible performance degradations.
Such RAC agent with carefully designed initial policy is more practical in real
systems. It relies on interactions with environment instead of policy switching to
continuously update the Q-value table, and assumes much less knowledge of the
dynamic system.
In the next experiment, we evaluate the online adaptation of three RL algorithms:
the algorithm without policy initialization, with static policy initialization, and with
adaptive policy initialization. We dynamically changed the system contexts in the
same way as the previous experiments in Section 3.5.2.
Figure 3.9 plots the performance of the three RL algorithms. From the figure, we
can see that the agent with adaptive policy initialization performed best during online adaptations. The agent with static policy initialization was also able to adapt to
the system context variations and achieved comparable performance as the adaptive
agent. At iteration 30 and iteration 60, the system experienced a workload change
and a VM resource reallocation, respectively. The agent with static policy initialization successfully detected the variations and refined the policy within 25 iterations
based on interactions with the new environment. Its resulted configuration generated
good performance which only have less than 10% loss compared to the best possible
performance obtained by the adaptive agent. As expected, the agent without any
initial policy can not lead the system to a stable state and its performance was much
worse than the other two agents. The variations in average response time were not
from the algorithm’s adaptation but from the system capacity.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of online exploration rates.

3.5.5

Effect of Exploration

How to balance exploration and exploitation is one of the challenges in online
RL algorithms. Insufficient explorations would result in suboptimal configurations
while too much exploration would incur prohibitive performance degradation. In this
section, we studied the effect of the exploration rate on RAC performance. Two types
of explorations were considered: in batch training and in online learning.
Batch training is a part of the online learning process. During each iteration,
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agent updates the performance information for current state and uses batch training
to generate a latest Q-value table. The online learning algorithm makes a reconfiguration decision based on the newly updated Q table. The online performance of
RAC is more sensitive to the online learning exploration rate. In our experiment,
we set a higher exploration rate (0.1) for batch training in order to make best use
of collected performance information. A smaller exploration rate (0.05) was used for
online learning to avoid fluctuations and performance degradation.
Figure 3.10 shows the effect of online learning exploration under three exploration
rates: 0.05, 0.1 and 0.3. From the figure, we can see that the performance of the
resulted stable state for different exploration rates were nearly the same. But, a
higher exploration rate may lead to more suboptimal exploration actions and resulted
in response time spikes. For example, Figure 3.10 shows 2 spikes in the case of rate 0.1
and 4 spikes in the case of rate 0.3. Moreover, during such fluctuation, the response
times increased at least 4 times. The result shows that the rate 0.05 performed best.

3.5.6

Comparison with Existing Approaches

In this section, we compared RL method with other existing approaches. We
considered the performance in term of throughput. To evaluate the adaptability of
the auto-configuration agents, we dynamically changed the incoming workload and
allocated VM resource during the running time. The system stayed in one context
for 60 iterations before switching to a new one. In the experiment, we employed three
consecutive system contexts: context-7 (from 1 to 60 iteration), context-8 (from 61
to 120 iteration) and context 9 (from 121 to 180 iteration).
Figure 3.11 shows the system throughput due to different auto-configuration approaches. From the figures, we can see that all the approaches were able to efficiently
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auto-configure the web system adaptively during system variations. Among them,
RL based agent performed best. It was always able to drive the system to a stable
state in less than 40 interactions with the external environment. Its overall performance was 20% better than the Simplex agent and Hill climbing agent. Furthermore,
the RL based agent was able to adapt to context changes efficiently. More importantly, the RL based agent consistently improved the performance during the process
of parameters reconfiguration. It could optimized the accumulative reward during
the reconfiguration steps avoiding severe performance degradation.
The Simplex agent and Hill Climbing agent yielded similar performance. They
successfully auto-configure the web system adaptively. And they were both able to
lead system to a stable state which yield a fairly good performance. However, because
both of the two approaches are trying to maximize the performance functions through
a kind of local searching, they share some common limitations. These limitations
harm their feasibility for online configurations and make them perform worse than
RL based agent.
First, from the figures, we can see that, performance of the final stable states found
by these two approaches were always worse than the ones found by RL approach. For
example, under system context-7, the throughput difference yielded by RL agent and
the two approaches were up to 30%. The main reason for this problem is that these
two approaches both depend on local searching, it is easy to trap into local optimal
state. In RL algorithm, the agent makes the configuration decision based on the long
term accumulated reward. This reward updated mechanism help it avoiding local
optimization.
Second, frequently performance fluctuations were also observed in the experiment
for the two approaches. This problem was especially severe for Hill Climbing agent.
Its searching process heavily depends on random sampling and heuristic prediction,
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Figure 3.11: Throughput due to different auto-configuration approaches.
which possibly led the system to the undesired states. In contrast, the RL employed
ε − greedy policy to select next action. This scheme guaranteed that the agent would
lead the system to the currently optimal state for most of the time.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter, we propose a reinforcement learning approach, namely RAC,
towards automatic configurations of multi-tier web systems in VM-based dynamic
environment. To avoid initial learning overhead, we equip our RL algorithm with
efficient initialization policies. Experiments in a multi-tier web system showed that
RAC is applicable to online system configuration adaptation in the presence of variations in both workload and VM resources. It is able to direct the web system to a
near-optimal configuration within less than 25 trial-and-error iterations .
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Chapter 4
Performance Optimization for MapReduce Platform

4.1

Introduction

MapReduce, introduced by Google, is a distributed programming platform designed for large scale computation over massive amounts of data. It is characterized
by high efficiency, fault tolerance and the ability to autonomically parallelize applications on a cluster with thousands of hosts [25, 101]. With MapReduce, users, even
with minimal distributed programming experiences, can easily leverage a large cluster.
MapReduce framework has formed the core of technologies powering big enterprises
like Google, Yahoo and Facebook.
Further, providing MapReduce as a service in the cloud becomes an attractive
usage model for enterprises [2]. A recent Gartner survey shows that 39% of enterprises
have planning IT budgets for cloud computing [42]. A MapReduce cloud service will
allow users to cost-effectively access a large number of machines without creating the
infrastructures of their own. They will be able to flexibly adjust the MapReduce
cluster according to the applications’ demand.
Virtualized data center is the most common cloud computing platform. How-
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ever, moving MapReduce to the virtualized environment will incur new challenges.
An essential one is the performance interference between co-hosted virtual machines
(VMs). Although the performance isolation technology has been improved over the
years, there still exists significant interference between VMs due to the shared disk
I/O bandwidth, shared physical CPU cores and the common management Hypervisor layer. The interference may lead to unpredictable heterogeneity in capacity and
uncertainty in performance. It will affect the correctness and effectiveness of the
MapReduce key components, including task scheduler, fault tolerance strategy and
system configurations.
Another challenge for moving MapReuce to cloud is preserving good data locality.
MapReduce scheduler always greedily assign the task to the available node “closest”
to its input data. This data locality feature can significantly improve system performance because in a large cluster, network bisection bandwidth is always much lower
than the total disk bandwidth. In a physical MapReduce cluster, the network topology for two nodes may include being the same node (node locality), on the same rack
(rack locality) or on different racks (off-rack). The cloud adds one more layer: the
co-hosted VMs on the same physical server (server locality). Data exchange on this
layer can be considered as efficient as the local data access due to two reasons: first,
the inter-VM communication package within one physical server will not be transmitted into the cluster’s network and consume the bandwidth. Second, the data access
is still local in the physical server level. Therefore, the “server-local” task has similar
performance with “node-local” task but is much easier to attain. Existing schedulers
are unaware of this unique advantage of the virtual MapReduce cluster and lose the
potential improvement.
In this paper, we present an interference and locality-aware (ILA) task scheduler
to address the challenges in the provisioning of fair share MapReduce cloud services.
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There were recent studies on improving the performance of MapReduce applications in
the cloud through resource allocation [70] or data and VM placement [54, 69]; see [54]
for a concise survey. In contrast, ILA focuses on task scheduling optimization in a
virtual MapReduce cluster. ILA relies on an application-level task scheduling strategy
to adapt to changes of data and VM deployment and cloud resource allocation. It
requires no modification for the underlying resource management. ILA can efficiently
speed up the jobs by mitigating VM interference and preserving data locality.

4.2
4.2.1

Challenges in Cloud MapReduce Service
Hadoop in Virtualized Environments

In this paper, we use Hadoop implementation of MapReduce framework as an
example to illustrate the concepts of VM interference and data locality [86]. Hadoop
partitions each job into a number of map and reduce tasks. Each map task runs
map functions on one data block (64MB by default) of an input file. A reduce
task receives intermediate results from data dependent map tasks and generates final
results. A MapReduce framework consists of a master and multiple slaves. The
master is responsible for management of the framework, including user interaction,
job queue organization and task scheduling. Each slave has a fixed number of map
and reduce slots to perform tasks. The job scheduler located in the master assigns
tasks according to the number of free task slots reported by each slave through a
heartbeat protocol.
Hadoop running on a distributed file system HDFS assumes that the data storage
is co-located within the compute cluster [36]. MapReduce framework can exploit task
locality without incurring extra management overhead. In the ILA framework, each
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Figure 4.1: Effect of CPU interference.
slave is deployed on one VM with attached local disk image. It acts as both compute
and data node. The HDFS was built across all the VMs. There exist other storage
architectures in cloud environments. Amazon used distinct infrastructures for storage
and compute. It is not suitable for MapReduce applications due to the requirement
of loading data from a storage server to HDFS before the job execution and keeping
large duplicated datasets during the execution. Recent works proposed several storage infrastructures to enable local data access for compute cluster and enhance the
performance of MapReduce applications [54, 69]. ILA framework is able to deal with
the interference and locality challenges under different storage architectures.

4.2.2

Virtual Machine Interference

Virtual cluster is the most common platform for cloud computing services. When
multiple VMs are sharing hardware resources, the performance of their hosted applications may degrade due to imperfect VM isolation. We illustrate this problem
using 5 Xen VMs deployed on a physical server for the execution of a benchmark of
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Figure 4.2: Effect of I/O interference.
10 representative CPU- and I/O-intensive applications; see Table 4.3 in Section 4.5
for their computation and I/O characteristics. Each slave VM was configured with 3
VCPUs, 2GB memory and with 3 map slots and 1 reduce slot. The VMs competed
for 10 physical cores and one shared disk. One of the VMs executed the benchmark
applications one by one and profiled the execution time for each application task.
The other co-hosted VMs ran randomly selected applications from the benchmark
as background jobs.

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the task completion time of

each job, which is normalized to that of the task running alone on a dedicated VM.
In Figure 4.1, the total CPU demand of co-hosted VMs is represented in the percentage of one physical core. We can see that, for CPU-intensive applications, there
is no significant slowdown until the background demand reaches the capacity of 800
(8 cores). It is expected that I/O-intensive applications were insensitive to the total
amount of CPU demands. Similarly, Figure 4.2 shows an exponential increase of the
completion time of I/O intensive applications with the aggregated I/O traffic from
co-hosted VMs. Previous works mitigated VM interference through dynamic resource
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Figure 4.3: Effect of data locality.
allocation or interference-aware scheduling [21, 52, 62]. But applying their approaches
in virtual MapReduce clusters may degrade system performance greatly due to the
unawareness of MapReduce’s features, like job fairness and data locality.

4.2.3

Data Locality

Recall that a virtual MapReduce cluster defines data locality in four layers: node
locality, server locality, rack locality, and off rack. We show their respective effect on
performance using 24 VMs deployed on 12 physical machines with 2 VMs on each.
Each VM was allocated sufficient resource to eliminate interference effect. The physical machines were installed on 2 racks, connected by a 100 Mbps ethernet switch (for
the purpose of creating network contention scenarios). We ran TeraSort application
in the benchmark with 120 map tasks over 12GB input data. From Figure 4.3 we
can see that tasks with server locality would finishe in approximately the same time
as those with node locality. However, tasks with rack local and off rack data access
could take as long as 3x and 4x time to complete, respectively. The non-local data
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Table 4.1: Degrees of data locality in different clusters
Cluster/Locality
Physical
Virtual

Node
98.4%
72.3%

Server
N/A
2%

Rack
1.6%
18.3%

Off Rack
0.0%
7.2%

Time
170 sec
342 sec

access dramatically degraded the performance.
There are many task scheduling algorithms designed to preserve task data locality
for MapReduce applications in physical clusters. When they are applied to virtual
clusters, the data locality can not be maintained effectively due to the presence of
VM interference. Most of the existing approaches assume that the tasks are largely
short lived and the task slots are not occupied for too long by any job. Thus, for a
given task to be run, even the target nodes with local data are not available, they
are assumed to be free up soon. The scheduler can always launch local tasks for
each job with a few seconds delay. In a virtual MapReduce cluster, VM interference
could prolong short-lived tasks and render the data locality policy ineffective. To
demonstrate this issue, we built a virtual cluster with 24 VMs on 6 physical servers,
each with 4 VMs deployed. For comparison, we also built a physical cluster with 24
physical machines. The clusters were run with a Hadoop framework, which deployed
the delay scheduling algorithm [107] to enhance data locality. Table 4.1 shows that
for the physical cluster, the approach can achieve 98.4% node locality for a total of 120
tasks. In contrast, in the virtual cluster, the most beneficial node and server locality
are reduced to 72.3% and 2%, respectively. As a result, we observed 100% slowdown
in job completion time. Thus it requires a specifically designed task scheduler for
virtual MapReduce clusters.
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4.3

System Architecture

The ILA scheduler works in a Hadoop virtual cluster. Figure 4.4 illustrates the
architecture of the target system. The cluster consists of a number of physical servers,
each of which has the same virtualized environment. Multiple VMs are allocated
onto each physical server hosting running applications, supported by Hadoop HDFS.
Hadoop framework is deployed on top of the virtual cluster with a single master and
multiple slaves. Each slave is configured to run within one VM and the master is
deployed on a dedicated physical machine with secondary backup.
The core of ILA-based task management is located in the master, consisting of four
major components: 1) the Interference-Aware Scheduling Module (IASM) to mitigate
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the interference between tasks running on co-hosted VMs with the help of an interference prediction model; 2) the Locality-Aware Scheduling Module (LASM) maintains
good data locality for map tasks by using Adaptive Delay Scheduling algorithm; 3)
the Task Profiler estimates the task’s demand of each job and feeds task information to IASM and LASM modules; 4) the ILA scheduler instructs IASM and LASM
modules to conduct interference-free high-locality task management. To collect the
running status of the servers, we deployed a VM resource monitor in each VM and a
physical resource monitor in each physical server. They send resource consumption
status to ILA scheduler periodically.

4.4
4.4.1

ILA Scheduler Design
Interference Prediction Model

In this section, we present a model to characterize the impact of the interference.
We focus on the CPU and I/O bandwidth resources. The CPU-bound and I/O-bound
workloads are the most common workloads for MapReduce clusters.
Nonlinear Prediction Model
On the application level, the interference can be perceived as the performance
variation, including job runtime [110] and I/O throughput [21]. For generality, instead
of using the absolute completion time, we considered the task slowdown rate (S) as
the prediction target, which is defined on the task’s real completion time (Treal ) over
the run time without interference (T ), S = Treal /T . Such normalization helps the
model deal with applications with different magnitudes in completion time.
The interference comes from two main sources : co-existed tasks in the same
scheduled VM and the co-hosted VMs on the same physical server. Their impact
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System CPU

System I/O

Task

Table 4.2: System metrics
Parameters
cu : Local CPU usage in DomU
ca : Aggregated CPU usage of co-hosted VMs
c0 : CPU usage in Dom0
ru : Local read rate in DomU
wu : Local write rate in DomU
ra : Aggregated read rate of co-hosted VMs
wa : Aggregated write rate of co-hosted VMs
iou : I/O utilization of physical server
tc : Average CPU demand
tr : Average read rate
tw : Average write rate

on performance also varies with the application’s demand. The prediction result
should depend on the characteristics of the scheduled tasks as well as the resource
consumption status of the target VM and co-hosted VMs on the same physical server.
In an Xen-based environment, the privileged domain (Dom0) has direct access to
hardwares. It is in charge of resource management of all guest domains (DomU ).
All of the effects should be included in the model. We selected CPU usage, disk
Read/Write rate and I/O utilization to represent task demand and system status.
These parameters are selected through covariance ranking and statistical hypothesis
testing in order to keep the model simple and accurate. These eleven performancecritical parameters are listed in Table 4.2.
We first constructed separate interference prediction models for pure CPU-bound
and I/O-bound applications. As shown in Figure 4.1, the characteristic of the data
points is fit for an exponential curve. We constructed an exponential interference
model for pure CPU-intensive application as follows:
Ŝcpu = αcpu exp (γt tc +

3
X
i=1

γi CP Ui + Ccpu ) + C1 ,

(4.1)
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where the task performance depends on its own CPU demand as well as all the CPU
relative metrics listed in Table 5.2, represented as CP Ui , including the CPU usage of
the scheduled VM, co-hosted VMs and Dom0. γ and C represent the coefficient and
constant in the model.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 4.2, the slowdown rate of I/O-bound applications
demonstrate an exponential relationship with background I/O rate. We constructed
a non-linear exponential model for pure I/O-bound applications as follows:
5
X
Ŝio =βio exp (τtr tr+τtw tw+
τi IOi+τ0 c0+Cio )+C2 ,

(4.2)

i=1

where task performance is estimated based on its read and write I/O demands as
well as all the I/O relative metics listed in Table 5.2, represented as IOi , including
Read/Write I/O throughout of the scheduled VM, the co-hosted VMs and the physical
I/O utilization. τ and C represent the coefficient and constant in the model. Notice
that the CPU usage of Dom0 was also introduced into the model. This is crucial
because all the requests from guest VMs are routed through Dom0. Handling a large
number of I/O requests on behalf of guest domain will consume substantial CPU
resources in Dom0.
For general applications, both of the CPU and I/O resource can affect their performance. We introduced the final general interference prediction model based on
the two special models above. We constructed a linear model to quantify the joint
impact of CPU and I/O resource on performance, as follows:

Ŝ = αŜcpu + β Ŝio + C3 ,

(4.3)

The experiments in Section 4.5.4 show that the general model can achieve as high
as 90% prediction accuracy. It brings 10%-15% improvement over the linear and
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quadratic models used in previous works [21].
Model Training
The model was initially constructed through offline training. For generality, we
selected 10 applications shown in Table 4.3 for interference profile. Each application
was running on one VM with various workloads on the same VM and co-hosted
VMs. There were 6 VMs deployed on the same physical server. We developed two
kinds of workload generators to generate CPU and I/O-bound workloads. The CPU
workload generator conducts a set of arithmetic operations in a loop with variable
time intervals. The I/O workload generator repeatedly reads from or writes to a
file, which is much larger than the allocated memory to avoid OS caching effect.
Both generators are able to issue workloads with any level of intensities by adjusting
the length of sleep interval between each iteration. We also created 200 workload
combinations by randomly selecting real applications in Table 4.3 as the background
applications in profiling the interference. All the required metrics were collected
during the experiments and used as the input data for modeling process.
In the nonlinear modeling process, we used the Gauss-N ewton algorithm [22]
to generate the coefficients that minimize sum of squared errors (SSE). The GaussN ewton method is an interactive process that gradually updates the parameters to
obtain the optimal solution. We also employed a stepwise algorithm [28] to simplify
the model as much as possible. This stepwise process repeatedly adds or removes
possible variables from the equation and evaluates the new re-fitting models.
Online Model Adaptation
Although the proposed prediction model is general for all kinds of applications, it
keeps updating in order to achieve more accuracy for current applications. The time
for modeling process is less than 2 seconds on a 3.0 GHz Inter Xeon processor. It
can be dynamically re-calibrated when the accuracy is not acceptable with negligible
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overhead. The Guass-N ewton method will be triggered whenever there are k new
observations, k is set to 100 in this work. Thus the model can be easily adapted to a
new cloud platform with different applications, virtual machines, operation systems
and cloud infrastructures.

4.4.2

Data Locality Improvement

The impact of data locality on performance is difficult to predict because it involves the status of multiple levels of network nodes, including VMs, physical servers
and switches. Instead of using explicit models, we propose an heuristic approach,
namely Adaptive Delay Scheduling, to improve data locality. Compared with Delay
Scheduling, the new approach is much more efficient and suitable for the virtualized
environment.
Fair and Delay Scheduling
In practice, sharing a cluster between multiple users is more common and highly
beneficial than dedicated clusters due to low building cost and data consolidation.
We build our new scheduler on top of the existing fair scheduler. Briefly, at each
scheduling interval, the fair scheduler sorts all the jobs according to their running
tasks. It always assign available compute node to the job that is farthest below its
fair share [107]. However, such strict scheduling order may conflict the data locality.
The scheduled job may not be able to find a free node to launch a local task.
Delay scheduling is a simple but effective approach to improve locality by temporarily relaxing fairness [107]. The key idea is when the scheduled job can not launch
a local task on the available node, the scheduler will delay this job and skip to process
the next one, until the delayed job find a free node to run local tasks or the accumulated delay time exceeds predefined intervals. There are multiple wait time thresholds
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for different levels of data locality. For example, in the latest version of Hadoop, the
default maximum wait time for a node local task (Tnode ) is 5 seconds, after which the
scheduler will try to launch a rack local task. The default extra wait time for a rack
local task (Track ) is also 5 seconds. When the wait time goes beyond Track + Tnode ,
the scheduler will launch any task of the delayed job without considering the data
locality.
Adaptive Delay Interval
The Delay Scheduling approach delays all the jobs for the same amount of time
as long as they do not have local data access. However, the impact of data locality
varies with the task’s input file size. For jobs with small input file, their performance
are insensitive to data locality, as shown in Section 4.5.3. But the scheduler forces
them to take unnecessary delay to achieve high data locality. In practice, CPUintensive applications, such as machine learning applications, usually have small input
file. Even for data intensive applications, their tasks’ input file size could also be
changed through specific job configuration. We propose an adaptive delay scheduling
algorithm with the delay interval proportional to the task input file size, defined as
follows. Note that the HDFS block size is the largest unit for each map task, which
is treated as the upper bound for task input file size.



0
If Fj /Fb ≤ 0.01;
T̂ij =

 Fj ∗ Ti /Fb
Otherwise,

(4.4)

where Ti is the maximum wait time for locality level i and T̂ij is the actual wait time
for job j. Fj represents the input file size of the tasks in job j and Fb represents the
HDFS block size. When the input size less than 1% of the block size, the scheduler
will launch the task without any delay.
Server Locality-Aware Scheduling
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The virtualized environment adds one more layer in network topology: the cohosted VMs. We defined it as “server local ” if the data is not on the compute VM
but on the same physical server. The inter-VM communication within one physical machine is more efficient than the cross-machine communication. It will not be
affected by the outside network traffic because the communication is optimized by
Hypervisor. As shown in Section 4.2.3, the server local task performs closely to the
node local task. Thus we set a small delay interval for server locality, 0.5 second in
this work. After failing to find a node local task, the scheduler will quickly search for
a server local task instead of searching for a rack local one.
The server locality information is usually unavailable in virtual cluster. We designed several methods to detect the VM’s physical location. Users can input the
VM deployment information through XML configuration file. The framework can
also automatically generate the information by using traceroute from each VM to
locate their physical hosts. The first hop is always the Dom0 or Hypervisor process
for the physical server. The information may also be provided by specially desinged
management system, as used in [54].
Improvement Analysis
We explore how much the performance improves if we try to achieve both node
and server locality instead of only the former one. It is assumed that the cluster
consists of N physical servers, with M VMs per server, for a total of M N nodes. For
a specific job, let P denote the number of nodes on which the job has local data. We
first calculate the probability P(Q, P ) of that all of the P VMs deployed on exactly
Q physical servers.
We first consider a related problem: it is assumed that there are only Q physical
servers in the cluster and the P VMs cover all the physical servers. We denote the

number of ways of deployments as N(Q, P ). For P VMs, there are in total MPQ
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different deployment situations without any constraint on the number of occupied
P
P
physical servers, which may cover Q or Q − 1, ... , or dM
e physical servers, if Q > dM
e:


  




MQ
Q
Q
Q
P
=
N(Q, P ) +
N(Q − 1, P ) + ... + P N(d e, P )
M
P
Q
Q−1
dMe
= N(Q, P ) +

Q−1
X

N(i, P )

(4.5)

P
i=dM
e

where
P
M, P, Q ∈ Z, P ∈ [1, QM ], Q ∈ (d e, N ]
M
P
If Q = dM
e, there is only one way to deploy. From the last equation , we have:
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P
N(i, P ) dM
e<Q≤N

(4.6)

where
P
M, N, P, Q ∈ Z, P ∈ [1, QM ], Q ∈ [d e, N ]
M

Recall that, in the original problem, there are N physical servers instead of Q ones.
Thus, the total number of deployment T(Q, P ) that the P VMs cover Q physical
servers will be as follows:
 
N
T(Q, P ) =
N(Q, P ).
Q

(4.7)

Without any constraint, the total number of deployment situations for the P VMs

will be MPN . Thus the probability P(Q, P ) of that all of the P VMs deployed on

exactly Q physical servers will be T(Q, P )/ MPN . Combine the equations together,
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we have:

 MN

N MQ
P


Q = dM
/ P
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Q
e (Ni )
i=dM
(P )

(4.8)

where
P
M, N, P, Q ∈ Z, P ∈ [1, N M ], Q ∈ [d e, N ]
M

If a job have P VMs holding its local data, the expected number of physical servers
Q̄ that store the local data will be:

Q̄ = E[Q] =

N
X

P(i, P ) ∗ i

(4.9)

i=dP/M e

where dP/M e serves as a lower bound of the possible number of physical servers and
N is the upper bound. Thus the expected number of the physical-local VMs is Q̄M ,
which will be much larger than P .
Let pj = Pj /N M be the fractions of nodes that can launch node local tasks for
job j. Thus, qj = Q̄j M/N M = Q̄j /N will be the fractions of nodes that can launch
server local tasks for job j. We denote K as the number of skipped schedule intervals
for job j in order to achieve good data locality. If job j has been waiting for Kn
skips, the probability that it does not find a node local task is (1 − pj )Kn . Similarly,
after Ks skips, the probability that it does not find a server local task is (1 − qj )Ks .
If we want to achieve the same level of data locality, we have

Kn
Ks

=

ln (1−qj )
.
ln (1−pj )

For

our tested cluster with 12 physical servers and 6 VMs per sever, if the expected data
locality is 99% and pj is 10%, Kn /Ks will be 5.99. If the expected data locality is
95% and pj is 40%, Kn /Ks will be 5.86. Since node local and server local tasks have
close performance, our server locality aware scheduling approach will greatly reduce
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the delay time without compromising performance.

4.4.3

System Monitoring and Task Profiling

The scheduling decision is based on system resource consumption status and task
resource demands. We deployed one VM resource monitor in each VM and one physical resource monitor in each physical server. We used the standard Xen tool Xentop
to monitor the CPU usage of Dom0 and each guest domain. Physical server I/O utilization and Read/Write I/O rate of each VM were measured via Linux iostat tool.
We modified the TaskTracker in each slave (VM) to collect the resource consumption
status. The information was sent to the JobTracker located in master node through
periodical heartbeat operations. The resource information of physical servers was
sent to JobTracker via TCP connections.
There is no standard tool to directly estimate the resource demand of an incoming
task. We estimated the information through task profiling. For a MapReduce job,
it usually consists of many small tasks. The tasks mostly have the same resource
demand because they are often run in a data partition model for the same problem.
We can estimate the task demand of job j D̂j based on the measured demand of the
finished ones Dj , as follows:

D̂tj =








init

D0j




 α ∗ D(t−1)j + (1 − α) ∗ D̂(t−1)j

If t = 0;
If t = 1;

(4.10)

Otherwise.

The value D̂j is used to estimate the demand before the task running and the actual
demand Dj measured after the completion is used to update the estimation for subsequent tasks. The index t represents the update time interval. Thus D̂tj represents the
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estimated demand of all the tasks in job j scheduled during the interval t. Initially,
when there is no finished task, i.e. t = 0, we set the init demand to a high value
to avoid interference. We used a decayed model to estimate the task demand, which
makes the new observations more relevant in prediction than old ones. We set α to
0.8 in this work. In this paper, we modified JobTracker to collect the task demand
information. The consumed CPU time and the read/written file size of each task
were obtained using MapReduce CP U and F ileSystem Counter, respectively.

4.4.4

ILA Scheduling

ILA scheduler performs the interference and locality-aware scheduling operations
on top of the fair scheduling. At each interval, it selects a job from a wait queue
sorted according to the job’s fairness. However, occasionally, the goal of mitigating
interference and maintaining data locality may conflict with each other. ILA scheduler
always considers the interference mitigation first due to the following two reasons:
1) VM interference causes much more performance degradation than remote data
access. Scheduling a non-local task only affect the individual task. In contrast, VM
interference may affect not only the scheduled task but also all the tasks running on
the same VM and physical server. 2) No interference is a precondition for achieving
good data locality. Any unexpected task slowdown would make the data locality
policy ineffective.
Interference-Aware Scheduling
Whenever ILA scheduler receives a task request from one VM, it collects the VM’s
resource status as well as the information of its co-hosted VMs and its physical host.
Then it searches down the sorted job list and gets the task’s profile of the first job.
Taking those as inputs, the prediction model returns a quantitative value to evaluate
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the interference. Previous works employed a Min-Min heuristics [21] to schedule the
tasks based on the interference prediction. The scheduler always assign the “leastinterference” task to available VMs. However, such tasks may still lead to the severe
contention if all the tasks are resource intensive.
In this paper, we propose a scheduling strategy based on slowdown rate thresholds,
as shown in Algorithm 4. We set a static threshold H to 1 by default, which means
no task slowdown due to interference. When a free node N odei requests a task, ILA
scheduler collects the system information and evaluates the tasks T asksj of each job
on the sorted list. ILA only evaluates a job once using its current estimated task
demand D̂t instead of testing all individual tasks in the job, since all the tasks in a
job have similar demand. If the predicted slowdown rate Ŝj is not higher than H, ILA
scheduler accepts job j and stops searching. Otherwise it refuses the job and processes
the next one. If eventually no job satisfies the condition, the scheduler rejects N odei
and lets it wait for resource releasing. Such static threshold method could lead to
many idle slots and degrade the performance. For example, if current H is 1 and the
number of running slots ZR on the sever is 2, we assume that the completion time
slowdown rate of all the running tasks in the same server is no higher than current H.
Then the server’s throughput is ZR /H = 2. If we increase H to 2, which makes ZR to
go up to 6, we have the throughput 6/2 = 3. Although all the tasks are slowed down,
the throughput is improved. There is a tradeoff between individual task performance
and the job’s degree of parallelism.
We introduced a dynamic threshold Hd to deal with the problem. ILA scheduler
tries to increase the parallelism if the number of idle slots ZI becomes more than
one for k seconds (20 seconds in our experiments). Within one physical server, the
scheduler compares the current throughput ZR /Hd with the predicted throughput if
adding one more task (ZR + 1)/Ŝj . If the latter is larger, ILA schedules the task
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in and updates Hd as Ŝj . Hd should not be increased endlessly. It will be decreased
gradually if Ŝj is no larger than Hd , which means Hd has become over set.
Algorithm 4 Interference-Aware Scheduling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

When a heartbeat is received from a free node n:
Collect system information Ninf o ;
Given a job j
Fetch task’s profile T asksj ;
Predict the slow down rate Ŝj = M odel(Ninf o , T asksj );
Get the number of running slots ZR and idle slots ZI
if ZI > 1 for k seconds then
// use dynamic threshold
if (ZR + 1)/Ŝj > ZR /Hd and Ŝj > Hd then
update Hd = Ŝ and return the accepted job j;
else
if Ŝj <= Hd then
update Hd = min(Hd − 1, Ŝj ) and return the accepted job j;
else
reject job j
end if
end if
else
Hd = H; //use the predefined threshold
if Ŝ <= H then
return the accepted job j
else
reject job j;
end if
end if

Locality-Aware Scheduling
The job that has passed through interference check is sent to LASM. The module
searches all the tasks in the job and selects one whose input data is deployed closest to
the requesting VM. We define the level of data locality according to the corresponding
network hierarchy: L0 , L1 , L2 and L3 represent node local, server local, rack local
and off rack, respectively. Lj denotes the maximum allowed locality level for job
j. Ljmin denotes the minimal achievable locality level among all the tasks in job j
given the requesting VM. If Ljmin is no higher than Lj , ILA scheduler accepts the
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task. Otherwise, ILA skips the job’s scheduling unless its accumulated wait time Wj
becomes lager than delay thresholds. T̂ij denotes the wait time for locality level i for
job j, i ∈ [0, 2]. No delay is needed in L3 . The locality-aware scheduling algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Locality-Aware Scheduling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

System maintains four variables for each the job j:
maximum allowed level Lj ; accumulated wait time Wj ;
task input file size Fj ;
the delay interval T̂ij of each level i;
Get job j from Interference-aware scheduling module;
The free VM is vmn ;
if Fj /Fb <= 0.01 then
return any unlaunched task t in job j ;
else
In job j, find the task t with the minimal locality level Ljmin for vmn ;
// the task whose input file located “closest” to vmn
P(Ljmin −1)
if Ljmin <= Lj or Wj >= l=L
T̂lj then
j
set Wj = 0
Lj = Ljmin ; // reset Lj as the recently accepted level
return the accepted task t in job j;
else
reject job j and update Wj
end if
end if

In this algorithm, each job’s maximum allowed locality level Lj is initialized to
0, i.e. the node locality. At each scheduling interval, Lj is reset to the locality level
of the last accepted task in job j. If the scheduler can not find a sufficiently “close”
task, the job only needs to wait for the cumulative delay interval, which is calculated
from Lj to the minimal achievable level Ljmin , instead of from level 0. For example,
if Lj = 1 and Ljmin = 2, the job only needs to wait for the time of T1j , instead of
T0j + T1j . This strategy tends to reduce the unnecessary delay for the jobs, for which
the low locality levels are really difficult to achieve. We set the level 0 delay to a very
small value, 0.5 second. The delay intervals of other levels were all set to 5 seconds.
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ILA Scheduling
The ILA scheduling algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6. At each scheduling interval, the scheduler sorts all the jobs according to their fair shares. The job that
is farthest below its fair share obtains the free node first. Whenever a task request
comes, ILA scheduler searches the sorted list and select the first job whose tasks do
not cause interference. Then it searches the job’s task list and pick a task that has
“sufficiently close” data access. If failing to find a satisfactory task, the scheduler
rejects the node and lets it wait for the next scheduling interval.
Algorithm 6 ILA Scheduling
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

System maintains the job queue Q;
When a heartbeat is received from a free node n:
Collect system information Ninf o ;
Sort jobs in Q according to the fairness policy;
for each job j in Q do
job = IASM (jobj , Ninf o );
if job == null then
skip current job j, process the next one;
else
task = LASM (job, n);
if task == null then
skip current job j, process the next one;
else
assign task to the node n;
break the loop;
end if
end if
end for
if task == null then
reject node n;
end if
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Table 4.3: A summary of MapReduce benchmarks
Name
TeraSort
TeraGen
Grep
RWrite
WCount
PiEst
Bayes
Kmean
Canopy
Matrix

4.5
4.5.1

Type
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
I/O
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU
CPU

Introduction
Sort the input data into a total order
Generate and write data into system
Extract matching regular expression
Random write words into log file
Count words in the input file
Estimate Pi using Monte Carlo method
Contruct Bayes Classifier on input data
Cluster analysis using K-mean method
Cluster analysis using Canopy method
Matrix add and multiplication

Evaluation
Experimental Setup

We evaluated the ILA scheduling framework in a 72-node Xen-based private virtual cluster, which consisted of 12 physical servers, each was configured with 12 CPU
cores, 32GB memory and one 500GB disk. Each server hosted 6 VMs and each VM
was configured with 2 VCPUs and 2GB memory. The 6 VMs were configured to
compete for 10 cores and one shared disk. The virtual cluster spanned 2 racks and
was connected by a 1Gbps Ethernet.
We installed a modified version of Hadoop 0.20.205 equipped with ILA scheduler,
system resource monitors and task profilers. Based on hardware capacity, we configured each slave with 2 map slots and 1 reduce slot, for a total of 144 map slots and
72 reduce slots in the cluster. The HDFS block size was set to 128 MB to improved
performance according to a Facebook’s report [107]. All other parameters were set
to their default configurations.
We evaluated ILA scheduler using 10 MapReduce applications, most of which
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were widely used in evaluations of MapReduce framework by previous works [69, 45,
9, 108, 107, 10]. Table 4.3 shows their main characteristics. The machine learning
applications were from mahout project [3]. In the experiments, we compared the
performance of ILA scheduler with 4 other main competitors in practical use: 1)
PureFair scheduler conducts fair scheduling using greedy method to maintain data
locality, i.e. always selecting the “closest” task from the scheduled job without any
delay [25, 107]; 2) Delay scheduler uses delay scheduling algorithm to achieve good
data locality by slightly compromising fairness restriction [107]; 3) Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE) scheduler improves MapReduce applications’ performance
in heterogenous environment, like virtualized environment, through accurate speculative execution [108]; 4) Capacity scheduler, introduced by Yahoo, supports multiple
queues for shared users and guarantees each queue a fraction of the capacity of the
cluster [6]; We also compared two variants of ILA: 1)Interference-Aware Only (IAO)
scheduler only conducts interference-free scheduling with the help of IASM, but uses
greedy method to maintain data locality; 2) Locality-Aware Only (LAO) scheduler
only uses LASM to conduct Adaptive Delay Scheduling to improve data locality
without considering VM interference.

4.5.2

Performance of ILA Scheduler

In this section, we evaluate ILA scheduler’s performance using a set of macrobenchmarks based on the workload at Facebook reported in [107]. According to the
workload trace, the job size, in terms of number of map tasks, presents the distribution
as shown in the first two columns of Table 4.4. The small job with 1-2 map tasks
accounts for 54% of the total jobs and the large job with more than 500 map tasks
only accounts for 8%. We adjusted the total number of jobs based on our cluster’s
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Table 4.4: Mixed job type and job size distribution
JobSize
%
# # of I/O(size) # of CPU(size)
1-2
54% 14 6 TeraSort(2)
8 Kmean(1)
3-20
14% 4 2 TeraSort(10)
2 Bayes(20)
21-150 14% 3
1 RWrite(40)
2 Grep(120)
151-300 6%
1 1 WCount(250)
301-500 4%
1
1 PiEst(480)
> 500
8%
2 1 TeraGen(600) 1 PiEst(1000)

scale and generated a job submission schedule for 25 jobs, which follows the job size
distribution. According to the workload at Facebook, the distribution of inter-arrival
times between jobs was roughly exponential with a mean of 14 seconds. It makes our
submission schedule 253 seconds long. We used the job submission schedule for all
of the three kinds of workloads: a mixed workload; an I/O-bound workload and a
CPU-bound workload.
Mixed Workload
In this section, we evaluate ILA scheduler using a CPU and I/O mixed workload
that follows the job size distribution. The included applications in the workload is
shown in Table 4.4 with the columns representing the job size, the percentage of the
total jobs, the actual number of running jobs, the number of I/O-bound jobs and the
number CPU-bound jobs, respectively.
Figure 4.5 shows the system throughput due to different schedulers. ILA scheduler
yielded an improvement of up to 1.9 time in throughput over interference-oblivious
schedulers, including PureFair, Delay, LATE, Capacity and LAO schedulers, and led
to an improvement of 1.3 times over IAO scheduler. Figure 4.6 shows the average
completion time of each type of jobs due to different task schedulers. The results
are normalized with respect to the performance due to ILA scheduler. Compared
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Figure 4.5: Throughput due to different schedulers under mixed workload.
with interference-oblivious schedulers, ILA scheduler could speed up individual jobs
by 1.5-6.5 times. It led to an improvement of 1.1-2.0 times in job completion time
in comparison with IAO scheduler. The interference-oblivious schedulers had similar
performance. The delay-based scheduling algorithm in Delay and LAO schedulers
could not speed up the jobs because the tasks were significantly slowed down due to
resource contention no matter how they access the data. Capacity scheduler also lost
its effectiveness in such virtualized environments because it was unable to guarantee
each job queue’s resource portion in the presence of VM interference. LATE scheduler
could not maintain its efficiency due to severe resource contention. IAO scheduler only
considers the effect of interference. The greedy data locality policy is attributed to
its performance degradation.
Figure 4.7 shows the percentage of tasks in the jobs with local data access.
Since node local tasks and server local tasks have similar performance, the calculated
local data access includes both node local access and server local access. Jobs are
demonstrated in two groups: I/O-bound jobs and CPU-bound jobs. Recall that the
Adaptive Delay Scheduling algorithm manages to achieve good data locality for tasks
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Figure 4.6: Job completion time due to different schedulers under mixed workload.
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Figure 4.7: Data locality due to different schedulers under mixed workload.
with sufficiently large input file. Thus, for CPU-bound jobs with small input files,
ILA and LAO scheduler used default greedy locality policy. (TeraGen and RWrite
are not shown because they have no input files). From Figure 4.7, we can see that
for I/O-bound jobs, ILA brought the average local data access up to 90%. It gained
65% improvement over PureFair, LATE, Capacity and IAO schedulers, and 20%
improvement over Delay schedulers. As expected, schedulers using greedy locality
policy, such as PureFair, LATE, Capacity and IAO schedulers, achieved the lowest
local data access. For Delay scheduler, three major factors are attributed to its
worse performance compared with ILA scheduler: first, it introduces much longer
delay after failing to find a node local task. Second, launching premature rack local
tasks instead of server local ones due to the unawareness of server locality. Third,
many unexpected long tasks caused by interference make the delay scheduling less

CDF
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Figure 4.8: CDF of task completion time under mixed workload.
efficient. For CPU-bound jobs, their performance are insensitive to data locality.
ILA scheduler generated 60% local task without any delay. Although Delay scheduler
achieved the highest percentage, it may cause unnecessary long time delay and harm
the performance.
ILA scheduler improved jobs’ performance by accelerating each individual task. Figure 4.8 plots the cumulative distribution of completion time of individual tasks under
different schedulers. The completion time is normalized with respect to that of the
task running with node local data access and without any interference. We can see
that under ILA scheduling, 70% of the tasks (2440 tasks in total) proceed without
any slowdown, 90% run with less than 1.5x slowdown and 99% run with less than
2.5x slowdown. IAO performed slightly worse with 83% of tasks running less than 2x
slower and 99% running less than 10x slower. The task slowdown rate significantly
increased under the interference-oblivious scheduling. For PureFair, Delay, LATE,
Capacity and LAO schedulers, only 15% of the tasks could run without any interference and up to 60% run with more than 2x slowdown. The completion times of 10%
tasks were increased by more than 10 times.
From the results, we can make several observations. First, small jobs tend to be
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improved more by ILA scheduler than large jobs, as shown in Figure 4.6. One of the
reasons is that small jobs are easily affected by interference. If one task of a small
job is slowed down greatly, the whole job’s completion time is very likely increased
due to waiting for the slow task. However, for a large job, the task slowdown can
be amortized by other concurrent normal running tasks as long as the delayed tasks
are not in the last batch. Moreover, for a large job, the performance degradation
in individual tasks may be compromised by the increased parallel degree. But for
small jobs, the degree of parallelism is limited by the number of tasks. Another
reason for small jobs gaining more improvement is that launching node local tasks
is much more difficult for them. Compared with large jobs, small jobs have much
fewer input file blocks, which makes them having much less nodes with local data.
Therefore, achieving the server locality could significantly increase the number of
local nodes without degrading the performance. As shown in Figure 4.7, for the
small job T eraSort(2), the schedulers which are unaware of the server locality could
only achieve less than 35% local access. ILA was able to improve it to 85%.
The second observation is that interference could cause much more severe performance degradation than remote data access. Remote data access could only affect
individual tasks but interference may impose impact on the scheduled task and all
of the co-hosted tasks. As shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.8, LAO scheduler led to
more job and task slowdown than IAO scheduler. This observation explains why ILA
scheduler mitigates interference before improving data locality if there is a conflict
between these two aspects.
I/O-bound Workload
In this section, we evaluate ILA scheduler using an I/O-bound workload, in which
all the jobs are I/O intensive. The included applications in this workload is listed
in Table 4.5. Figure 4.9 shows the normalized completion time of each type of jobs
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Table
JobSize
1-2
3-20
21-150
151-300
301-500
> 500

4.5: I/O-bound job types and distribution.
%
#
# of I/O-bound jobs(size)
54% 14
6 WCount(2) ; 8 Grep(1)
14% 4
4 TeraSort(10)
14% 3
1 RWrite(40) ; 2 Grep(120)
6%
1
1 WCount(250)
4%
1
1 Grep(350)
8%
2 1 TeraGen(520) ; 1 WCount(520)
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Figure 4.9: Job completion times due to different schedulers under I/O workload.
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Figure 4.10: Data locality due to different schedulers under I/O workload.
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Figure 4.11: CDF of task completion time under I/O workload.
due to different task schedulers. We can see that for individual jobs, ILA scheduler
achieved about 40%-500% performance improvement over PureFair, Delay, LATE
and Capacity schedulers, 30%-360% improvement over LAO scheduler, 10%-140%
improvement over IAO scheduler. In average, ILA improved the overall system performance by more than 200% over PureFair, Delay, LATE and Capacity scheduler, by
about 170% over LAO scheduler, by more than 50% over IAO scheduler. Figure 4.10
shows the percentage of tasks in the job with local data access. We can see that ILA
brought the overall local data access percentage to 90%. It gained more than 50%
improvement over PureFair, LATE, Capacity and IAO schedulers, 12% improvement
over Delay scheduler.
To avoid the interference, the scheduler should take two responsibilities: the first
one is appropriately coupling tasks with different resource demands and balancing
the workload across the cluster. The other is controlling the task access to the cluster
and avoiding overload for each node. Thus, compared with the mixed workload, the
I/O workload exerts more stress to the system. The mixed CPU and I/O jobs may
be spontaneously distribute over the cluster and mitigate the contention of specific
resources, even without the awareness of interference. The workload with only one
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Table 4.6:
JobSize
1-2
3-20
21-150
151-300
301-500
> 500

CPU-bound job types and distribution.
%
# # of CPU-bound jobs(size)
54% 14 6 Canopy(1) ; 8 Kmean(1)
14% 4
4 Bayes(20)
14% 3
3 PiEst(40)
6%
1
1 Matrix(250)
4%
1
1 Matrix(400)
8%
2
2 PiEst(1000)

type of jobs loses such benefit. The experimental results demonstrate that ILA scheduler is able to maintain its high efficiency under such heavy workload. Also, as shown
in Figure 4.11, under ILA scheduling, 60% of the tasks (out of 1900 tasks) run without any slow down, and 90% run with less than 2x slow down. In contrast, all other
compared schedulers performed much worse than ILA did. Under their schedulings,
45%-70% tasks’ completion time were increased by twice and 10% of them were even
increased by 12-30 times.
CPU-bound Workload
In this section, we evaluate ILA scheduler using an CPU-bound workload, in
which all the jobs are CPU intensive. The included applications in this workload is
listed in Table 4.6. Figure 4.12 shows the normalized completion time of each type of
jobs due to different task schedulers. Similar to previous experiments, ILA scheduler
was able to improve completion time for both individual jobs and the whole system.
It brought more than 100% overall performance improvement over PureFair, Delay,
LATE, Capacity and LAO schedulers. Since CPU-bound applications are insensitive
to data locality, IAO scheduler achieved similar performance as ILA scheduler. We did
not show the locality information here. Figure 4.13 plots the cumulative distribution
of completion time of individual tasks under different schedulers. We can see that ILA
scheduler maintained its good performance with 72% of tasks (out of 2800 tasks) run
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Figure 4.12: Job completion times due to different schedulers under CPU workload.
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Figure 4.13: CDF of task completion time under CPU workload.
without any slow down and 96% run with less than 2x slow down. However, under the
interference-oblivious scheduling, more than 60% of tasks experience 2x slow down
and the completion time of 10% of tasks have been increased by 5-10 times.
We observed that the performance improvement is not as much as shown in the
previous experiments. The major reason is that CPU-bound application is insensitive
to data locality. The benefit of the Smart Delay Scheduling could not be demonstrated
in this experiment. Another reason is that the workload is less intensive than previous
ones. Because all the tasks are single-thread work, their total demand were restricted
by the total number of slots.
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Figure 4.14: Benefits of interference-aware scheduling.

4.5.3

Benefits of Interference and Locality Aware Scheduling

In this section, we demonstrate effectiveness of IASM and LASM modules with
the specifically designed experiments.
Benefit from IASM.
IASM is the component in ILA conducting the interference-aware scheduling. To
isolate the effect from data locality, we selected the M atrix and T eraGen applications
in evaluation because neither of them requires input data. Each M atrix job was
comprised of 150 map tasks and each T eraGen job contained 400 map tasks. We
submitted 3 M atrix jobs and 3 T eraGen jobs to the cluster alternatively with 15
seconds time interval.
Figure 4.14 shows the normalized completion time of each type of jobs due to
different schedulers. Since there is no data locality effect, ILA and IAO were reduced
to the same scheduler, which speeded up the jobs by 2.0-3.0 times compared with
the interference-oblivious schedulers. Delay and LAO schedulers became equivalent
to PureFair scheduler without the data locality effect. There was also no obvious
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Figure 4.15: Benefits of locality-aware scheduling.
improvement achieved by either LATE or Capacity scheduler. Their performance
were mainly limited by the side effect of interference. From Figure 4.14, we can also
see that job’s completion time only varied within 18% due to ILA scheduling. In
contrast, under the interference-oblivious scheduling, job’s performance fluctuated in
a much wider range from 10% to 70%. The reason is that interference seldom evenly
affects all the tasks in one job. Task’s performance heavily depends on the current
system status of the host VM, the physical server and its own characteristics. Thus
only the interference aware scheduling could provide a stable and predictable system.
Benefit from LASM.
LASM module is in charge of the locality aware scheduling. To demonstrate its
effectiveness, we eliminated the influence from VM interference by designing a microbenchmark with a set of elaborately modified applications. We carefully adjusted
the resource demand of P iEst and Grep applications by injecting idle loops into the
programs. These modified applications, noted as M P iEst and M Grep, still consume
sufficient resources to maintain their characteristics but will not cause resource contention even running on co-hosted VMs. Each M P iEst job contained 100 map tasks
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and each M Grep contained 350 tasks. We submitted 3 M P iEst jobs and 3 M Grep
jobs and also run some independent applications to mimic background network traffic
without interfering with the scheduling.
Figure 4.15 shows the normalized completion time and the percentage of local
tasks due to different schedulers. For the I/O-bound job M Grep, the schedulers with
LASM modules (ILA and LAO) brought the percentage of local tasks to nearly 100%.
In contrast, the schedulers using the default greedy locality policy (PureFair, LATE,
Capacity and IAO) only achieved less than 58% locality. As a result, these schedulers
slowed down the jobs by nearly 1.8 times. The Delay Scheduling demonstrated its
advantage over the greedy locality policy. It yielded 90% local tasks. However, due
to the awareness of the server locality, ILA scheduler achieved a 10% improvement in
data locality and a 23% improvement in completion time over Delay scheduler.
For CPU-bound job M P iEst, without any delay, LASM-based schedulers launched
80% local tasks and the schedulers with greedy locality policy launched 50%. Only
Delay scheduler postponed tasks in order to improve data locality. Since M P iEst is
insensitive to data access, although having achieved 95% locality, Delay scheduler was
still the worst one due to unnecessary delay for each task. It slowed down M P iEst
job by 1.3 times compared with ILA. This result shows that LASM could speed up
jobs through dynamically setting delay intervals according to their input file sizes.

4.5.4

Interference Prediction Model Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the exponential interference prediction
model. For comparison purpose, we also designed and implemented two other models:
linear model and quadratic model, which are used in previous work [21]. These two
models require the same performance critical parameters for interference prediction,
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Table 4.7: R2 due to different models.
Model
I/O-bound CPU-bound Overall
Linear
0.676
0.611
0.657
Quadratic
0.722
0.672
0.714
Exponential
0.895
0.879
0.887

as shown in Table 4.2. They estimate that the job’s performance and the system
resource consumption presents a linear and a quadratic relationship, receptively,
To assess the prediction accuracy of the interference model, we selected the coefficient of determination (R2 ) as one of the measurement. R2 is widely used in the
context of statistical models whose purpose is the prediction of future outcomes on the
PK
P
2
2
basis of related information. It is defined as R2 = 1 − ( K
i=0 (yi − ȳi ) ),
i=0 (yi − ŷi ) /
where K is the total number of samples. y, ŷ and ȳ denote the actual value, predicted
value and the mean of actual values, receptively. Table 4.7 shows the R2 value for
each type of jobs due to different models. The evaluated job set includes all the 10
applications listed in Table 4.3. We can see that, compared with the other two models, the exponential model led to higher R2 values for both types of jobs, which means
higher accuracy. It brought overall R2 value to 0.887. In contrast, linear model and
quadratic model only achieve 0.657 and 0.714 for overall R2 value, receptively.
We also evaluated the exponential model using a more direct metric, the prediction
error, which is defined as |y − ŷ|/y. Figure 4.16 shows the yielded prediction errors
for each type of jobs due to different models. The box heights represent the average prediction errors and the error bars represent the prediction accuracy deviations
among all of the evaluated jobs. We can see that the exponential model could reduce
the average prediction error by 15% compared with the linear model and by 10%
compared with the quadratic model. The exponential model led to an average of
12% error rate. It was able to keep the prediction error below 14% for all kinds of
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Figure 4.16: Prediction error due to different models.
jobs. According to the experimental results in Section 4.5.2 , such accuracy of the
interference prediction model is acceptable for ILA scheduling. It could efficiently
mitigate the interference and make most of the tasks running without being slowed
down.

4.5.5

Effectiveness of Dynamic Threshold

As discussed in Section 4.4.4, we introduced a dynamic threshold policy to deal
with the tradeoff between the individual task performance and the degree of the job’s
parallelism during interference-aware scheduling. In this section, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the dynamic threshold policy by comparison with the static ones.
We generated three types of workloads including mixed, pure CPU and pure I/O
applications. The compared polices included static policies with the threshold H set
as 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8, and the policy with no threshold. Figure 4.17 shows the system
throughputs due to different polices. We observed that dynamic threshold policy
always achieved the highest throughput for all kinds of workloads. In contrast, the
no-threshold policy, i.e. the interference-oblivious policy, always performed worst.
The static policies could not yield consistent performance. For example, when H is
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Figure 4.17: Performance improvement due to dynamic threshold policy.
1, the scheduler achieved nearly highest throughput under Mix workload, but caused
40% performance degradation under CPU-bound workload. That is because under
the mixed workload, the scheduler is easy to find a task without any interference
due to the diversity in task demands. However, under a pure CPU or I/O-bound
workload, increasing the tasks’ parallelism with a little compromising individual task
performance may be more beneficial to the whole job. Thus, there is no single optimal
static threshold for all kinds of workloads. We can see that dynamic threshold policy
was able to improve the throughput by up to 40%-100% over static policies.

4.6

Summary

This chapter presents an interference and locality-aware scheduler for virtual
MapReduce clusters. It relies on two scheduling modules: IASM and LASM. The
former performs the interference-free scheduling with the assistance of a performance
prediction model and the latter improves task data locality by using Adaptive Delay
Scheduling algorithm. Experimental results show that ILA scheduler could achieve
a speedup of 1.5-6.5 times for individual jobs and yield an improvement of up to
1.9 times in system throughput compared with 4 other schedulers. It improves data
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locality of map tasks by up to 65%. Although ILA scheduling algorithm is designed
for MapReduce framework, it could be applicable to other virtual cluster schedulers.
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Chapter 5
Coordinated Management of Virtual
Resource and Applications

5.1

Introduction

In cloud environment, system performance heavily depends on virtual resource
allocation and parameter settings of the resident applications. For the provisioning
of on-demand services, VMs need to be re-configured to improve resource utilization
under the constraints of applications’ service level agreement (SLA). Workload dynamics also requires adaptive tuning of performance-critical application parameters.
Auto-configuration is a non-trivial task. Heterogeneous resident applications and
performance uncertainty caused by VM interferences make it challenging to generate
good VM configurations [64, 35, 93, 62]. For multi-component applications, interactions between the components may even spread configuration errors into the entire
system. Moreover, the configurations of VMs and resident applications interplay with
each other. Independent tuning of each layer of configurations does not necessarily
lead to overall optimal system performance. The objective of this study is to develop
an automatic configuration strategy for both layers of configurations in a coordinated
manner.
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There were many studies devoted to autonomic configurations of VM resources
or application parameters. For example, in [68, 67, 97, 96, 56], feedback control approaches had achieved notable successes in adaptive virtual resource allocation and
web application parameter tunings. However, such control approaches rely on explicit models of target systems. Design and implementation of accurate models of
complex systems are highly knowledge-intensive and labor-intensive. Other studies formulated the problem as a combinatorial optimization. In [103, 109, 23, 111],
optimization approaches, like hill-climbing and Simplex were experimented with to
automate the tuning process of web applications. These heuristic approaches could
be highly efficient, but tend to trap the system into local optimum.
Reinforcement learning (RL) provides a knowledge-free trial-and-error methodology in which a learner tries various actions in numerous system states and learns
from the consequences of each action. It offers two major advantages. First, RL does
not require explicit model of either the managed system or the external process, like
incoming traffic. Second, RL targets the maximization of long term reward instead
of immediate performance feedback. It considers the possibility that a current decision may have delayed consequences on both future reward and future state. It can
potentially deal with the delayed effect and local optimum problem [80].
While RL provides many potential benefits in automatic management, there are
challenges in practice. RL suffers from poor scalability in problems with a large
state space that grows exponentially with the state variables. Adaptability is another
challenge. In the absence of domain knowledge, the initial performance achieved
by RL during online training may be extremely poor. It requires a RL-based autoconfiguration strategy to start with a fairly large amount of exploration actions before
generating a stable policy. Normally, exploration involves a process of random action
selection, which may even lead to performance degradation in a short run.
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In this chapter, we present a novel hybrid approach that combines the advantages
of Simplex and RL method to address the above practical limitations. Instead of
conducting RL search in the whole configurable state space, we first use Simplex
method to reduce search space to a much smaller but “promising” state set. To
avoid performance degradation caused by random exploration, we enhanced RL agents
with system knowledge guided exploration policy, which uses the information of CPU
and memory utilization to guide the online configuration process. Based on this
approach, we design and implement a framework prototype, namely CoTuner, for
coordinated management of VMs and resident applications. CoTuner is able to drive
a virtual server cluster into an optimal or near-optimal configuration state on the fly,
in response to the change of workload. It could improve the systems throughput and
reduce applications’ SLA violation.

5.2

Challenges of Coordinated Configuration

Automatic configuration in virtual environment is a non-trivial task. Heterogeneous resource demands and interference among sharing hardware VMs make it
challenging to generate optimal VM configuration. The resident applications require
on-the-fly tuning to adapt to dynamic workload and allocated resources. Detailed
discussions about the challenges of VM and application auto-configurations could be
found in [15, 73], respectively. In this section, we put emphasis on the challenges
of coordinated auto-configuration. We illustrate why the coordinated configuration
strategy is necessary through simple experiments.
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Figure 5.1: CPU demand of App server.

5.2.1

Interplay between VM and Application Configurations

In this experiment, we demonstrate interactions between the two levels of configurations using two-tier TPCW application. TPCW mimics a transactional web system
with an application server deployed in the front and a database server in the backend.
Each server was running within one VM and the two VMs were deployed on different
physical machines; see Section 5.5 for the details of the applications and experimental
settings. Tomcat server contains a key performance parameter, MaxThreads, which
sets the maximum number of requests to be served simultaneously. A too high setting would lead to resource contention but a conservative setting would cause resource
under-utilized. MaxThreads should be configured according to the capacity of hosting
machine. To some extent, it determines the resource demand of the web application.
Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 show the average resource (CPU) demand of the two
tiers due to different MaxThreads settings under various workloads in terms of the
number of clients. Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding system throughputs. CPU resource is expressed in percentage of one physical CPU: 100 means one physical CPU
and 50 means half a CPU. From the figures, we can see that the CPU demand and
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Figure 5.2: CPU demand of DB server.
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the throughput are insensitive to parameter MaxThreads in light loaded case due to
small number of concurrent requests. Both of them increase with the MaxThreads
value in medium and heavy loaded cases. The CPU demand and the throughput
saturate at certain levels after MaxThreads reach certain values because the setting
have exceeded the maximum concurrent requests. The impact of MaxThreads on
resource demand suggests that this parameter may affect the VM configuration decisions considerably. The system performance would also vary as application and VM
configurations interplay with each other.

5.2.2

Coordination in Virtual Server Clusters

Components of a multi-tier application may be distributed over multiple physical
machines in the form of virtual server cluster. Such related physical servers require a
coordinated configuration strategy due to interactions among different tiers. In this
experiment, we still use TPCW application to demonstrate cross-tier interplay and
its impact on system performance. The same experimental setup was used as Section 5.2.1. Application tier and database tier were running on two VMs, which were
deployed on different physical servers. Resource allocated to one tier was restricted
and increased step by step. Figure 5.4 shows that when more resource allocated to
application server, not only the system throughput but also the database resource
demand get increased. Figure 5.5 also shows the similar result as database resource
allocation is restricted. These observations suggest virtual resource configuration of
one tier would greatly affect the resource demand of other tiers. The bottleneck may
keep shifting among different tiers if the balanced resource allocation could not be
achieved. For example, if we increase the application server’s CPU resource from
100 percentage to 300 percentage, system performance improvement was expected.
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CPU resource allocated to application server
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Figure 5.4: Impact of APP on DB server and throughput.

CPU resource allocated to database server

Figure 5.5: Impact of DB on APP server and throughput
But this may not be the case due to bottleneck shift. From Figure 5.4, we can see
that the resource (peak) demand of database also increase from 100 percentage to
250 percentage as well. If the allocated CPU resource to database server was still
100 percentage, the extra workload coming from front tier may drive the database
overloaded. Figure 5.5 shows that when allocated CPU was 100 for database, system throughput was 60% lower than that when allocated CPU was 250 percentage.
Therefore, performance optimization of individual tiers does not lead to overall system performance improvement. It is necessary to coordinately configure all involved
physical servers instead of considering them as independent optimization components.
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5.3

Overview of CoTuner

CoTuner is designed as a coordinated auto-configuration framework for performance optimization in cloud computing. Figure 5.6 shows its architecture. In such
a virtualized environment, VMs may interfere with each other due to resource contention or dependence in multi-tier applications. Such related VMs form a VM cluster,
in which VMs should be configured coordinately. The VMs in each cluster may be
placed in the same or different physical machines. CoTuner consists of two types of
agents: VM-Agent and App-Agent. They are in charge of virtual resource configuration and application configuration, respectively.
Each VM-Agent controls all the VMs within one VM cluster. It keeps monitoring
the performance of each VM and adapting their configurations to the environment
dynamics online. It takes advantage of the control interface provided by Dom0 (in
a Xen environment) to control the configuration of individual VMs. Reconfiguration
actions take place periodically based on a predefined time interval. At each iteration,
VM-Agent receives performance feedback and uses that information to update the
configuration policy. The objective of VM-Agent is to drive the system into an optimal
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configuration state in terms of throughput, utilization, or any other application-level
utility functions.
Each application has its own App-Agent, with different app-specific objectives. It
monitors the performance of appliances belonging to the same application and refines
their configurations through interactions with the system in a way similar to VMAgent. During the configuration process, it is trying to tune application parameters
to meet the SLA requirement.
All the agents are designed as standalone daemon residing in a dedicated management server. They collect system informations through TCP sockets. Coordinated
configuration decisions made by VM-Agent and App-Agent offers an opportunity of
tradeoff between the system wide utilization and application-specific performance.

5.4

Hybrid RL Approach

RL provides a knowledge-free methodology for automatic management. It requires
no explicit system model and could effectively deal with local optimum problem.
Meanwhile, there are challenges in applying RL to practice. It suffers from poor
scalability and uncertain initial performance. In this section, we present a novel
hybrid RL approach. The agents take the advantages of RL to make configuration
decisions. They are also enhanced by the use of Simplex-based space reduction and
guided exploration policy.

5.4.1

RL-based Configuration Decision Making

Reinforcement learning refers to a trial-and-error learning process whereby an
agent can learn to make good decisions through a sequence of interactions with the
managed environment [80]. Under the auto-configuration context, the interaction
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consists of observing current configuration state, selecting valid configuration action
and evaluating an immediate reward due to the action in given state. It accumulates
the knowledge from the interactions and does not require explicit model of either the
managed system or the external environment, like incoming traffic.
As discussed in Chapter 3, a RL problem is often modeled as a finite Markov
Decision Process (MDP) with a set of state S, a set of actions A, an immediate reward
function Ra (s, s0 )= E(rt+1 |st = s, st+1 = s0 , at = a) and a state transition probability
function Pa (s, s0 )= P r(st+1 = s0 |st = s, at = a). The action selection decision is
determined not only by the immediate reward, but also by the accumulated future
rewards the following states would yield. It could deal with delayed effect and local
optimum problems.
In this work, we formulate coordinated configuration task as a RL problem. For
the VM-Agent, the state is defined as the virtualized resource configuration of all
the VMs within one VM cluster. For the App-Agent, the state is defined as all
the configurable parameter settings of its corresponding application. States defined
on system configuration are deterministic in that Pa (s, s0 ) = 1, which simplifies the
RL problem. They are also fully observable to RL agents. For each configurable
parameter, possible operation can be either increase, decrease or nop. The actions for
the RL agents are defined as the combinations of the operations on each parameter.
Immediate reward is defined to reflect the overall system performance. Denote
G and T for throughput and response time of an application, GSLA and TSLA for
the corresponding service level agreements, and Cthrpt and Crspt for the penalty of
SLA violation. For App-Agent, the immediate reward r is defined based on the
performance of the corresponding application as follows:

r=

TSLA
G
+
− Cthrpt − Crspt ,
GSLA
T
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where
Cthrpt



 wthrpt ∗ GSLA if G < GSLA ;
G
=

 0
otherwise,

Crspt



 wrspt ∗ T
if T > TSLA ;
TSLA
=

 0
otherwise,

where wthrpt and wrspt are the weights used to control the impact of SLA violations
on the reward. In this work, both of wthrpt and wrspt were set to 10. Whenever SLA
violation happens, a huge penalty will be added to reward as a feedback. Recall that
VM-Agent controls all the VMs within a VM cluster. Its immediate reward of a VM
cluster with n applications is defined as a weighted sum of the performance of all the
resident applications:
r=

n
X

wi ∗ ri ,

i=1

where wi < 1 and

Pn
1

wi = 1

For RL agent, finding an optimal policy is equivalent to generating the optimal
value function Q∗ (s, a) for each state. During the learning, Q(s, a) need to keep
updating until its value sufficiently approximates Q∗ (s, a). In this work, we employed
temporal-difference (TD) method for value function update:

Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α ∗ [rt+1 + γ ∗ Q(st+1 , at+1 ) − Q(st , at )],

where α is a learning rate parameter that facilitates convergence in the presence of
noisy or stochastic transitions. The advantages of TD over other methods (e.g. Monte
Carlo or dynamic programming) are that it requires no model of system dynamics
and updates Q(s, a) whenever the new reward is observed without waiting for a final
outcome. TD is responsive to environment variations and provides a good estimation
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for long-term performance. The values of Q(s, a) are stored in a look-up table and
updated by writing new values to the corresponding entries. The optimal configuration policy is generated by selecting the state with the maximal value after the table
becomes stable. Algorithm 7 shows our approach of online learning value function
(see Section 5.4.3 for the details of guided exploration policy). We set α and γ as 0.1
and 0.9, respectively for value function updating.
Algorithm 7 Online value function learning.
1: Initialize value function table.
2: repeat
3:
st = get current state();
4:
at = get action(st ) using guided exploration policy;
5:
reconf igure(at );
6:
r = observe reward();
7:
st+1 = get current state();
8:
at+1 = get action(st+1 ) using guided exploration policy;
9:
Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α ∗ (r + γ ∗ Q(st+1 , at ) − Q(st , at ));
10:
st = st+1 , at = at+1 ;
11: until value function converges

5.4.2

Simplex-based Space Reduction

Our studies [73, 15] showed that RL method would suffer from curse of dimensionality in auto-configuration of VMs and applications. In each case, its state space
grows exponentially with the number of configurable variables. The poor scalability
hinders RL from being applied for the study of the interplay of VM and application
configurations. In our hybrid RL approach, the Simplex method is used to reduce the
state space to a much smaller “promising” configuration set. RL agent only conducts
searching on this small set ignoring other “unpromising” states.
The state space reduction is motivated by an observation that for a give system
situation, only a small portion of configurations would yield good performance. Figure 5.7 shows the fraction of the promising configurations in a search space of tens
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of thousands configurations. The three types of workloads represent various resource
demand of a multi-tier application, defined in Table 5.3. As defined in Section 5.4.1,
a positive reward means no SLA violation happened in any application. A negative
reward implies at least one application can not meet its SLA. The result shows that
only less than 10% configurations in each case would yield positive reward. For these
desired configurations, the value of each parameter is always within a small range
compared with the whole configurable scope. Figure 5.8 shows the variations in allocated CPU resource to TPCW application within the positive-reward configuration
set. We can see that, for both application and database server, the variations are less
than 100 percentage of CPU under all kinds of workloads.
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To find the high-reward configuration set, we first divide the original state space
S into multiple exclusive subsets by discretizing the configurable scope of each parameter i into mi ranges. The states whose parameter settings fall into the same
range are classified into the same subset. For each range, its median value is used to
represent the whole configurable interval. The original space S is then converted to
a range-based search space S 0 , in which each parameter i has mi configurable steps
and each state represents a subset of configuration states in S. The best state s0b in S 0
could be considered as the high-reward configuration set in the original search space
S.
To determine the s0b , we enhance the RL learning agents with the downhill Simplex method. It is a high efficient heuristic based method for nonlinear, unconstrained
optimization problems. A simplex is a set of n + 1 points in <n . Its objective is to
optimize unknown functions f (x) for x ∈ <n through a sequence of transformations
of the working simplex. For each App-Agent or VM-Agent, if there are n configurable parameters in all, the used simplex would contain n + 1 vertices. The goal
is to maximize the system performance in terms of the reward. At each iteration,
agents receive performance feedback and select next configuration action based on
the heuristic rules.
The Simplex algorithm starts by selecting a random working simplex S̃, whose vertices represent configuration states. Each iteration involves five steps: (1) Ordering—
ranking the vertices in S̃ according to a pre-defined utility function; (2) Reflection—
replacing worst vertex with a new vertex reflected through the centroid of the remaining n vertices. If the reflected vertex is better than the old vertex, accept the
new vertex; (3) Expansion—If reflected vertex is the best one in current S̃, expand
the vertex more along the reflected direction. If the expanded vertex better than
the reflected one, accept the former; (4) Contraction—If the reflected vertex is worse
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than the second worst one, contract the worst vertex towards the better one; (5)
Reduction—If none of the above steps can achieve a better vertex, shrink the S̃
around the centroid. During online search, S̃ keeps transforming and shrinking, and
finally converges to the optimal state. Algorithm 8 shows our Simplex-based space
reduction method in the reduction of the configurable state space. Parameters β, ω,
ζ and λ are respectively the scale factor of the reflection, expansion, contraction and
reduction. They were set to 1, 2, 0.5 and 0.5. The stop threshold τ was set to 0.05
to limit the searching time. More details about downhill Simplex method could be
found in [12].
Algorithm 8 Simplex-based space reduction.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

11:

12:

13:

14:

Form a ranged-based search space S 0 ;
Select a working smplex S̃ = {si : si ∈ S 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1};
/* State si is a vector of configurable paramters.
Following state operations are all vector operations */
Define utility function f (si ) = 1/ri ; /* ri is the reward of si */
Given stop threshold τ ;
repeat
Ordering sample set S̃ according to utility function:
f (s1 ) ≤ f (s2 ) ≤ f (sn+1 ); /* sP
n+1 is the worst state */
calculate the centroid s0 = n1 si /n;
Reflection: sr = s0 + β ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (s1 ) ≤ f (sr ) ≤ f (sn )
then replace sn+1 with sr and goto step 8;
Expansion: if f (sr ) ≤ f (s1 )
then se = s0 + ω ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (se ) ≤ f (sr )
then replace sn+1 with se and goto step 8;
else replace sn+1 with sr and goto step 8;
Contraction: sc = sn+1 + ζ ∗ (s0 − sn+1 );
if f (sc ) ≤ f (sn+1 )
then replace sn+1 with sc and goto step 8;
Reduction: replace all the points except s1 with
si = s1 + λ ∗ (si − s1 ) for i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 ;
goto step 8;
until stdev(S̃) ≤ τ

The downhill Simplex method is more time efficient than learning-based RL meth-
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ods. For the small-scale range-based space S 0 , it is able to quickly locate the best
state s0b . Recall that s0b represents a set of configurations in orignal state space S. RL
searching is only conducted within this best configuration set. The size of the actual
Q
search space is reduced to 1/ ni=1 mi of the orignal state space size. In this work, for
each parameter, we set m = 3, representing high, median and low settings. Because
the space reduction process is conducted on each individual parameter, the reduction
rate also increases exponentially with the problem scale. The RL algorithm can be
always guaranteed a relatively small search space even when the original space grows
tremendously.

5.4.3

System Knowledge Guided Exploration

It is known that there are two types of interactions between RL agents and the
managed system: exploitation and exploration. Exploitation is to follow the current optimal policy; in contrast exploration is the selection of random actions to
capture the system dynamics so as to refine the existing policy. RL agent requires
a certain amount of exploration operations to accumulate sufficient system knowledge for generating a stable policy. Basic RL algorithm adopts  − greedy policy
for action selection, under which the agent mostly conducts exploitation expect for
random selections with a probability . How to balance exploitation and exploration
is a fundamental problem for RL algorithms. A too small  would slow down the
learning process due to limited observations. In contrast, a too large  would cause
performance fluctuations because of frequently visiting suboptimal states.
Notice that performance fluctuations are mostly caused by selecting unwise actions
during exploration. For example, removing resource from a busy VM would lead
to more severe contention. Increasing the MaxThreads value in a busy web server
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Table 5.1: Resource thresholds setting.
Apps
TPCW
TPCC

ub
Ucpu
60%
80%

lb
Ucpu
40%
50%

ub
Umem
80%
80%

lb
Umem
50%
50%

would cause overload. To help RL agent make a wise decision, we employ a system
knowledge-guided exploration policy. We consider two most performance relevant
system metrics, CPU and memory utilization. Associated with each metric, the upper
ub
bound and lower bound are defined to regulate resource utilization. We denote Ucpu
,
lb
ub
lb
Ucpu
, Umem
, and Umem
as the upper bound and lower bound for CPU and memory,

respectively. Resource utilizations should be kept within the ranges.
During the configuration process, the RL agents would keep a set of valid actions,
A , for each state. It is divided into three exclusive subsets: Ainc , Adec , and Anop ,
which represent the set of actions to increase resources, decrease resources, and keep
unchanged, respectively. If current resource utilization U goes beyond the corresponding U ub , actions in Adec would be removed from A to avoid further resource reduction.
In contrast, if U becomes below the U lb , actions in Ainc would be removed to prevent
resource waste, see Algorithm 9 for the details. The new policy is expected to guide
the exploration to select wise actions. Under this protection, a higher exploration rate
could be used to collect more system information quickly. In this work, we set the
exploration rate to 0.3 to accelerate the learning process. The resource upper bound
and lower bound were set in Table 5.1, based on our experiences. We implemented
system knowledge-guided exploration policy in VM-Agent and TPCW App-Agent.
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Algorithm 9 System knowledge-guided exploration policy.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Given exploration rate ;
ub , U lb , U ub , U lb
Given Ucpu
cpu
mem
mem ;
Generate random number ran in [0,1];
if ran ≥  then select the best observed action a ∈ A;
else
for all monitored system resources do
Check U ;
if U ≥ U ub then A = A − Adec ;
else
if U ≤ U lb then A = A − Ainc ;
end for
Random Select action a ∈ A;

5.4.4

Coordinated Auto-configuration

Recall that all the related VMs form a VM cluster, in which VMs and applications
should be configured coordinately. All the VM clusters could conduct the configuration process in parallel as independent systems. Each VM cluster has one VM-Agent
and several App-Agents. Within one VM cluster, the VM-Agent and App-Agent
should not conduct the configuration process simultaneously. In such a parallel process, the VM-Agent could not determine that the system-wide performance variations
are due to resource re-allocations or application parameter tunings. In contrast, all
the App-Agents could conduct configurations in parallel because they just focus on
the performance of the corresponding applications.
In some cases, system performance heavily depends on the order of the configuration procedures. For example, if we tune VM configuration first, an existing
application parameter setting error would mislead the VM configuration decision and
cause performance degradation and vice versa. Instead of specifying the configuration
order for each situation, we employ a strategy that repeats the two levels of configuration alternatively until the system performance satisfies the convergence condition.
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The coordinated configuration algorithm within individual VM cluster is shown in
Algorithm 10. The algorithm starts the iterative Simplex searching first to quickly
erase the side effect of unwise configurations. The subsequent RL searching would
only focus on the promising states.
During the configuration process, each agent keeps a set of system performances P̃ ,
in terms of normalized response time and throughput, for the most recent k intervals.
When the standard deviation for P̃ is less than the pre-defined threshold η, agents
would believe that the optimal or several equivalent near-optimal configurations have
been found. Configuration process would be terminated and leave the system in the
current state. In this work, both of the ηs and ηr were set to 0.05 and k was set to 5.
The configuration process may involve several loops of interactions. Both of the
VM and application configurations would be corrected gradually to approach the
optimal configurations under the current workload intensity. However, for a online
system, the convergence time is critical. To help with the convergence, we increase
the stop threshold of Simplex search τ by δs and decrease the exploration rate of RL 
by δr after each corresponding interaction. As the configurations gradually approach
to the optimal values, the convergence conditions would also become easy to satisfy.
In the extreme case, the agents continue searching iteratively until the exploration
rate of RL  drops down to zero. With zero exploration rates, the agents would
stop to explore the system dynamics and return the best configuration they currently
know. This strategy could guarantee the joint convergence of the interacting agents
and attain the optimal achievable configurations. In this work, δs and δr were set to
0.01 and 0.05, respectively. The experimental results show that, in this setting, the
agents were able to converge in tens of iterations without compromising the system
performance.
System configuration should adapt to the workload intensity. Algorithm 10 would
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be triggered whenever there is a significant change in the incoming request rate of
any application. The variation of request rate V is defined as follows:

V = |Rcur − Rave |/Rave ,
Each App-Agent keeps the current request rate R cur and the average request rate
R ave for the most recent n intervals. When V goes beyond the pre-defined threshold
V t, the agents consider it as a significant change in the workload. The value of V t
should be set according to the type of applications. Based on our testing experience,
we set V t to 10% for both TPCC and TPCW applications. In a dynamic system,
there may be short time workload spikes, which only last for one or two time intervals.
It is not desirable to conduct the whole configuration process for such transient state.
Therefore, Algorithm 10 would not be triggered unless n times of workload variation
have been detected consecutively.

5.5

Evaluation Design

To evaluate the efficacy of CoTuner, we designed experiments to test the following
capabilities of the approach: (1) Automatically adjust VM and application configurations according to system dynamics (Section 5.6.1); (2) Optimize system wide performance as well as reducing SLA violations for each application (Section 5.6.1); (3)
Deal with the interplay between the two levels of configurations and improve system
performance over independent tuning (Section 5.6.2); (4) Improve configuration efficiency and regulate resource utilizations (Section 5.6.3); (5) Scale to a large virtual
cluster (Section 5.6.4).
We developed a prototypes of the CoTuner framework and tested it on a DELL
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Algorithm 10 Coordinated auto-configuration algorithm within individual VM cluster.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Form performance set in recent k intervals P̃ = {pi , t − k ≤ i ≤ t}
Form search space S 0 for VM-Agent;
Form search space S 0 for each App-Agent;
Given convergence threshold ηs ;
repeat
VM-Agent Perform Simplex searching on the corresponding S 0 ;
All the App-Agents Perform Simplex searching in parallel on the corresponding
S0;
stop threshold τ = τ +δs ;
until stdev(P̃ ) ≤ ηs
Select high-reward configuration set for VM-Agent;
Select high-reward configuration sets for App-Agents;
Given convergence threshold ηr ;
repeat
VM-Agents Perform RL based Auto-configuration using guided exploration policy;

App-Agents Perform RL based Auto-configuration in parallel using guided exploration policy;
16:
exploration rate  = -δr
17: until stdev(P̃ ) ≤ ηr

15:

server cluster, connected by a gigabit Ethernet. Each server was configured with 2
quad-core Xeon CPUs and 8GB memory, and virtualized through Xen Vesion 3.1.
Both the driver domain (Dom0) and the VMs were running CentOS 5.0 with Linux
kernel 2.6.18.
We selected two benchmark applications, TPCW and TPCC. TPCW [88] is an
online book store application, consisting of a tier of application in the front and a
tier of database in the back. TPCC [89] is an online transaction processing (OLTP)
workload that represents a wholesale parts supplier operating out of a number of
warehouses. Unlike TPCW which is largely CPU-intensive, TPCC contains a large
amount of lightweight disk reads and sporadic heavy writes and its performance is
more sensitive to memory size. The TPCW application was run Tomcat/MySQL
servers. MySQL was used as the database server in TPCC applications.
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To characterize the behavior of each application, we first conducted experiments
in two physical servers, each hosting two VMs. We deployed TPCW across the two
servers with application server on one server and database on the other. Each physical
server also hosted one TPCC instance. Such configuration represents a typical scenario of VM deployment: a multi-tier application is deployed across different servers,
and heterogeneous applications may be consolidated in the same physical server. We
pinned the two VMs on the same physical server onto 4 physical cores and 4 GB
memory to cap the VM resource in order to demonstrate the effect of configuration
in a resource-contented system. We also evaluated the scalability of our approach on
a virtualized environment with 16 physical servers and 100 VMs.
We used the metrics of throughput and response time to evaluate the applications
performance. We define system-wide throughput to be accumulated throughput of
all running applications within the system. We assumed response time SLA to be 5
seconds for both TPCW and TPCC applications. To evaluate and compare application throughput under different workloads, we define the throughput when 95% of
incoming requests are finished in time (5 seconds in our experiments) as a reference
value (i.e. throughput SLA) for normalization.
We selected virtual CPU time and virtual memory as VM configuration parameters. The configuration actions were issued through Dom0’s privileged control interface xm. For the TPCW and TPCC applications, four most performance-critical
parameters are MaxThreads, Session Timeout, keyBufferSize, and maxHeapSize.
Their default settings are shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Tunable performance critical parameters.
Parameters
Default Setting
Virtual
cpu time
equally allocated
Machine
memory
equally allocated
Tomcat
MaxThreads
150
Session timeout
30
keyBufferSize
32MB
MySQL
maxHeapSize
32MB

5.6
5.6.1

Experimental Results
System Wide Performance Optimization

In this section, we evaluate CoTuner’s capabilities in configuration adaptation,
performance optimization and SLA guarantee during workload changing. The workload intensity of TPCW application is determined by the number of concurrent clients
and that of TPCC application is controlled by the number of warehouses (WHs). We
defined three types of workload mixes in Table 5.3, representing various resource demands of the applications. We ran the experiment for 240 configuration iterations;
each iteration lasted 1 minute. That is, the cloud system performed a reconfiguration operation every 1 minute. To demonstrate the adaptivity of the reconfiguration
process, we divided the 240 iterations into 3 phases and changed the workload mix
from workload-1, to workload-2, and to workload-3 every 80 iterations. We assumed
virtual resources were initially evenly distributed among the VMs and that the virtual
appliances were run in their default parameter settings in the beginning.
Figure 5.9 shows the CPU and memory allocations to the applications on both
servers. Each data point is an average of a moving window of 20 iterations. From
the figure, we can see that in the first phase, CoTuner gave more portions of CPU
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Table 5.3: Workloads settings.
Workloads
TPCW
TPCC-1 TPCC-2
workload-1 1000 clients 30 WHs 10 WHs
workload-2 3000 clients 5 WHs
5 WHs
workload-3 2000 clients 10 WHs 20 WHs

Table 5.4: Application parameter configuration.
Parameter
wkload1 wkload2 wkload3
MaxThreads
100
350
250
Session timeout
5 sec
1 sec
3 sec
KeyBufferSize(TPCC1)
64MB
16MB
32MB
maxHeapSize(TPCC1)
64MB
16MB
64MB
KeyBufferSize(TPCC2)
64MB
32MB
64MB
maxHeapSize(TPCC2) 128MB
16MB
64MB

and memory resources to TPCC applications to meet their SLAs. When workload
mix changed from workload-1 to workload-2 at iteration 80, TPCW workload became
heavy and TPCC workload applications was reduced. In response to the workload
change, CoTuner reclaimed idle resources from TPCC applications and allocated them
to the TPCW. In the last phase, all the applications were under medium workloads.
They all obtained sufficient resources proportionally to their demands.

Table 5.4

shows the parameter settings of the three applications due to CoTuner under three
workloads. These key parameters were reconfigured according to incoming workloads
and allocated resources. The result demonstrates that CoTuner was able to detect
the system variations and adapt both VM and application configurations to dynamic
traffics.
Figure 5.10 shows the accumulated throughput of all three applications due to
our hybrid RL algorithm in the CoTuner framework. For comparison, we implemented three other algorithms for coordinated configuration under the framework:
Simplex algorithm, basic RL (BRL) and Model-based RL (MRL). They followed the
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Figure 5.9: Resource allocations to different VMs.
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Figure 5.10: System wide performance due to different configuration strategies.
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same configuration strategy only different in decision algorithms. Simplex and BRL
framework used standard Nelder-Mead and Reinforcement algorithm respectively as
their decision making method. To avoid performance fluctuations, we set exploration
rate as low as 0.05 for BRL approach and a relatively relaxed stop threshold 0.1 for
Simplex algorithm. Simplex method was used in previous study [111] for automatic
parameter tuning. MRL adopt model-based reinforcement learning method used in
our previous work [73]. We built the performance prediction model for each workload elaborately. Because MRL assumed the perfect future knowledge of incoming
workload and the accurate performance model, its results set an upper bound of the
performance.
From the figure, we can see that CoTuner with hybrid RL algorithm was able
to consistently optimize system wide throughput and drive the system into a highproductive configuration state rapidly whenever there is an abrupt workload change.
Although performance fluctuations (represented as error bar) happened at the initial
adaptation stage, the variations in throughput were significantly reduced after hybrid
RL agent had observed sufficient configuration states (usually after 40 iterations for
each workload). It is expected that Simplex and BRL strategies led to much more
performance fluctuations and degradation. CoTuner gained more than 30% performance improvement over the Simplex strategy and as much as 40% improvement over
the BRL strategy. Due to the use of prediction models, MRL strategy could drive
system to a high-productive configuration faster than CoTuner. But the hybrid RL
was able to achieve more than 95% of the optimal performance due to MRL after
accumulating a certain amount of system information.
From the figure, we can also know that the Simplex and BRL frameworks had
the capability of adapting configurations to system dynamics and improving system performance. But their limitations restricted their applications in online auto-
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configuration. Simplex method is based on a series of heuristic trail-and-error tests.
It tends to be trapped in local optimal state. In contrast, CoTuner performs a RLbased search following Simplex search. The objective of maximizing accumulated
long term reward in RL inherently solve this problem. BRL strategy requires a long
exploration time. It can not generate an optimal policy for such a large state space in
tens of iterations due to too few observations. The hybrid RL approach in CoTuner
framework employs Simplex method to reduce the huge search space and execute RL
searching only within the high-reward configuration set. It takes the advantages of
both approaches and appropriately addresses their limitations.
We note that Figure 5.10 shows the accumulated throughput of all three applications. To reflect the service quality of individual applications with respect to their
respective SLA requirements, we present their normalized throughput due to different configuration in Figure 5.11. The figures show that CoTuner framework was
able to improve the performance of each individual application and guarantee their
SLAs after the system became stable. In contrast, Simplex and BRL framework may
treat applications unfairly due to unbalanced resource configuration. For example,
controlled by Simplex framework, TPCW application yield a high throughput under workload2. The normalized values reached 1.2 after it became stable. However,
TPCC1 and TPCC2 applications were unfairly treated under workload2 with a delivery of about 80% SLA throughputs. In cloud computing environment, different
applications maybe belong to different users. Their performance should be equally
guaranteed. It is not reasonable to sacrifice any application even if for system wide
performance improvement. In CoTuner, SLA is guaranteed by adding a huge penalty
to the reward if any SLA violation happened.
Figure 5.12 shows cumulative distribution of SLA violations with respect to
throughput and response time over the 240 configuration iterations.

From Fig-

Normalized Throughput
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Figure 5.11: Application performance due to different configuration frameworks.
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ure 5.12(a), we can observe that CoTuner was able to keep system wide throughput
SLA violation rate less than 15% during the configuration process. In contrast, the
SLA violation rates due to Simplex and BRL strategies could reach as high as 85%
due to their low efficiency of finding good configurations. Figure 5.12(b) shows the
CoTuner’s SLA violations distribution, in terms of response time, for each application.
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Figure 5.12: Cumulative distribution of SLA violations.

5.6.2

Benefits of Coordinated Configuration

As discussed in Section 5.2, VM and application configurations are related. Independent tuning either of them can hardly lead to optimal system-wide performance.
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Figure 5.13: Interaction between VM and Application configurations.
In this section, we demonstrate how well CoTuner deal with the interplay and how
much performance improvement could be resulted from coordinated configuration.
We considered one TPCW application with a workload of 3000 clients in this
experiment. In the first phase of 80 iterations, App-agent was disabled and the application parameter, MaxThreads, was set to a small value of 50. We enabled the
VM-agent and App-agents at iteration 81, which configured the VM and application
parameters in a coordinated way. Figure 5.13 shows that the throughput saturated
at 1500 requests/minute in the first phase due to the low setting of MaxThreads. The
App-agent enabled at iteration 81 increased MaxThreads to 350 automatically and
brought the system performance up to 2800 requests/minute in the second phase.
Figure 5.13 also shows the CPU and memory resource allocation over the time, normalized to their caps: 400 CPU percentage and 4GB memory. Since extra resource
could not improve the throughput, VM-Agent just allocated 20% of them to TPCW
and reserved the remaining for other applications. After the application misconfiguration was corrected, CoTuner increased the resource allocation to more than 60%
for both CPU and memory within 40 iterations. The results suggest that CoTuner
was able to deal with the interactions between VM and application configurations
efficiently.
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We compared CoTuner with three independent tuning strategies: VM-Only, AppOnly and Server-independent. VM-Only and App-Only agents consider single aspect
of the two level configurations. For VM-Only agent, we assumed the default settings
for application parameters. For App-Only agent, virtual resources were evenly distributed to the VMs. In Server-independent strategy, each physical server pursues
its performance optimization individually. For fairness in comparison, all agents are
run with a hybrid RL algorithm and a system knowledge-guided exploration policy.
Recall that the system performance resulted from MRL was optimal for application
specific workloads. We normalize the throughputs due to different tuning strategies to
the maximum throughput in Figure 5.14. From the figure, we can see that CoTuner
could deliver as much as 95% of the upper bound for all the workloads. It was able
to adapt both VM and application configurations to the traffic dynamics. In contrast, Server-independent agent could never reach 80% of the maximum throughput.
Performance of VM-Only and App-Only agents fluctuated to a large extent due to
their limited adaptability. Coordinated tuning achieved an improvement of system
wide performance by 20%-33% over independent tuning. We note that independent
tuning assumed default application parameter settings or even VM resource distribution. Any misconfiguration in either aspect would lead to significant performance
degradation, as shown in Figure 5.13. Coordinated tuning is able to correct such
misconfiguration and improve performance.

5.6.3

Effect of Guided Exploration

In this experiment, we examined the effect of the system knowledge-guided exploration policy, in comparison with the standard  − greedy policy. We considered a
single TPCW application with VM-Agent in operation. Application parameters were
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Figure 5.14: System performance due to different configuration strategies.
carefully tuned to adapt to the workload.
Figure 5.15(a) shows the guided exploration policy gained throughput improvement as much as 200% over the  − greedy policy. It was able to lead the system
to a good configuration state within 15 iterations. The result also suggests that system performance obtained consistent improvement during configuration process. The
large variation in the beginning was due to lack of memory resource. However the
guided policy could quickly direct the VM-Agent to correct this misconfiguration and
bring the throughput back to a normal level.
Figure 5.15(b) also shows the change of memory allocation and utilization of the
Tomcat application server. We can see that at iteration 1, the memory utilization
ub
went beyond Umem
(80%) and approached nearly 100%. Accordingly, the guided

policy selected an action of “memory increase” in the next two iterations, leading to
significant performance improvement at iteration 2 and 3. Similarly, at iteration 20,
lb
memory utilization dropped down to 40% below Umem
(50%). An action of “memory

decrease” helped reclaim idle resource. After that, memory utilization was brought
back to 70% without compromising system throughput.
Figure 5.16 shows the cumulative distributions of resource utilization for multiple
applications we experimented with in Section 5.6.1. We considered the two TPCW
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Figure 5.16: Bounded resource utilization.
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VMs as a group (TPCW) and the other two TPCC VMs as another group (TPCC).
The vertical lines represent the bounds for CPU or memory utilizations defined in Table 5.1. We can see that, for both CPU and memory resources, the outlier points are
below 20%. This suggests that guided exploration policy could effectively bound the
resource utilization and lead to a higher learning efficiency.

5.6.4

Scalability Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the scalability of CoTuner using testbeds with 16
physical servers and 100 VMs. 40 instances of the multi-tier TPCW application
and 20 instances of the TPCC application were deployed, which formed several VM
clusters in different sizes. CoTuner coordinately tuning all the VMs and applications
within the framework. The total number of tuning parameters for CoTuner is the
sum of all the parameters of the managed VMs and applications. The search space
will increase with the scale of the testbed. All VM clusters conducted configuration
tasks in parallel. We defined the largest VM cluster as the dominant cluster. We
ran the experiments five times with different number of VMs from 20 to 100. Each
experiment lasted for 720 iterations. The applications changed their workloads very
240 iterations.
Figure 5.17 plots the average normalized throughput of the 60 applications (40
TPCWs and 20 TPCCs) deployed on 100 VMs. In addition to CoTuner, we also experimented with five other existing strategies. Nelder Mead strategy and Hill Climbing
strategy use the Nelder-Mead and Hill Climbing algorithm, with the intellegent sampling, for coordinated configuration of VMs and applications. These two strategies
were used respectively in [111], [103] to search for the optimal server configurations.
Adaptive proportional integral(PI) control method directly tracks the error between
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Figure 5.17: System performance due to different strategies.
the measured system performance and SLA and adjust configuration parameters to
minimize the error. Auto-regressive-moving-average(ARMA) method builds a local
linear relationship between configurations and system performance with collected
samples. The configuration controller make decisions based on the ARMA models. These two control-based strategies were experimented respectively in [68], [67] to
achieve optimal virtual resource allocations. In coordinated configuration context, we
redesigned these methods in a two-layer control architecture similar as used in [97],
in which each controller is in charge of one configuration level. Basic Reinforcement
Learning(BRL) strategy uses the pure Reinforcement Learning algorithm as the configuration decision making method [80]. All the throughputs were normalized to the
optimal value, which is obtained by comprehensive testings.
From the figure, we can see that CoTuner was able to achieve more than 93% of the
optimal performance. It gained more than 25% throughput improvement over Nelder
Mead and Hill Climbing strategy and as much as 15% improvement over the controlbase strategies. The BRL strategy performed worst. It could only achieve 60% of the
optimal performance due to the requirement of long exploration time. Compared with
CoTuner, the heuristic approaches, such as Nelder Mead and Hill Climbing strategy,
tend to trap the system into local optimum for a large search space. Adaptive PI
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control strategy and ARMA+Controller strategy achieved similar throughput. The
performance of such control-based approaches highly depends on the accuracy of the
system identification or the local system model. In the presence of the interplay
between two levels of configurations, an accurate explicit system model is difficult to
attain.
Figure 5.18 shows the settling time of configuration agents in testbeds of different
sizes. We defined the settling time as the duration (number of iterations) required
for the performance to reach and stay within a specified error band (5% in this work)
around the final value. From the figure, we can see that the settling time increased
slightly with the scale of the testbed. Because the configuration processes run in
parallel, the system wide performance is usually determined by the dominant cluster.
The performance deviations were due to existing multiple dominant clusters. For
example, there were 2 dominant clusters with size 16 in the third testbed and 5
dominant clusters with size 16 in the fifth testbed. The result shows that CoTuner
was able to keep average settling time under 85 iterations for all the testbeds. It
retained the high efficiency when the controlled system scaled up.
Figure 5.18 also shows the average SLA violation rates with respect to throughput and response time among all the running applications. The SLA violation rate
was defined as the number of configuration steps leading to SLA violations over the
total number of running iterations. There are two kinds of violations: the transient
violation and the steady violation. The former represents the violations happened
over the online learning time and the latter means those happened after the policy
becomes stable. The results involves both kinds of violations. The steady violation
rate is more related with CoTuner’s performance. The transient violations could be
considered as the learning overhead and may be compromised by a long running time.
CoTuner was able to keep the overall SLA violation rate under 12%. When the system
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Figure 5.18: Scalability analysis.
in steady state, the average SLA violation rate was no more than 4.1%.

5.7

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a model-free coordinated auto-configuration
framework CoTuner to automatically tune both virtual resource allocations and application parameters for system performance optimization. At the heart of the framework is an efficient approach based on Simplex optimization and reinforcement learning methods. It is enhanced by system knowledge-guided exploration policy to accelerate the learning process. Experimental results on Xen VMs with TPCW and TPCC
benchmarks showed the CoTuner was able to adapt VM and appliance configurations
to cloud dynamics and drive system to an optimal or near optimal state eventually.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation aims to build an automatic cloud service management system in
order to guarantee application performance, increase platform efficiency and optimize
resource allocation. In this chapter, we summarize the approaches presented in this
dissertation and give the directions for future work.

6.1

Conclusions

Cloud computing emerges as an increasingly important computing paradigm. Although cloud computing has gained sufficient popularity recently, there are still some
key impediments to large scale enterprise adoption. Cloud management is one of the
top challenges. The success of cloud computing heavily depends on the effectiveness
of cloud management strategies on all services levels, including application service,
platform service and infrastructure service.
Correct application configuration is crucial to the service quality and availability.
Today’s large-scale multi-component applications, especially web-based applications
in cloud, usually contain a large number of parameters to configure. The increasing
system scale and complexity has reached a level beyond the capacity of an averageskilled operator. In cloud, the host environment becomes more dynamic than tradi-
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tional data center. The hardware resource allocated to the host machines are changing
with the application demand and the resource restriction. In this dissertation work,
we propose an online automatic application configuration framework to adaptively
tune performance-critical parameters in response to workload changes and resource
variations. Reinforcement learning approach is used to make the configuration decision, which could inherently deal with complex system and handle delayed effect.
To avoid initial learning overhead, we further enhanced RL algorithm with heuristic
initialization polices. Experimental results on a multi-tier E-commerce benchmark
show that our framework is able to quickly direct the system to a near-optimal configuration.
For cloud platform service, one of the key challenges is to efficiently adapt the
offered platforms to the cloud virtualized environment, meanwhile maintaining their
service features, such as task data locality and job fairness. MapReduce has become
an important distributed parallel programming paradigm. Offering MapReduce cloud
service presents an attractive usage model for enterprises. In a cloud MapReduce cluster, the interference between virtual machines (VMs) causes performance degradation
and the virtualization layer changes the topology of the task data locality. In this
work, we present a task scheduling strategy to mitigate interference and meanwhile
preserving task data locality for MapReduce applications. The strategy includes an
interference-aware scheduling policy, based on a task performance prediction model,
and an adaptive delay scheduling algorithm for data locality improvement. The experimental results on a 72-node Xen-based virtual cluster show that our scheduler
is able to achieve a speedup of 1.5 to 6.5 times for individual jobs and yield an improvement of up to 1.9 times in system throughput in comparison with four other
MapReduce schedulers.
Cloud computing has a key requirement for resource management in a real-time
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manner. To increase the resource utilization meanwhile guaranteeing the quality of
host services, VMs need to be adaptively reconfigured in response to the dynamic
users’ demand. Heterogeneous resident applications and performance uncertainty
caused by VM interferences make it challenging to generate good resource allocation
policy. Moreover, the configurations of VMs and resident applications interplay with
each other. Independent tuning of each layer of configurations does not necessarily
lead to overall optimal system performance. In this work, we propose a modelfree coordinated auto-configuration framework to automatically tune both virtual
resource allocations and application parameters for system performance optimization.
At the heart of the framework is an efficient approach based on Simplex optimization
and reinforcement learning methods. It is enhanced by system knowledge-guided
exploration policy to accelerate the learning process. Experimental results on Xen
VMs with TPCW and TPCC benchmarks show the framework is able to adapt VM
and appliance configurations to cloud dynamics.

6.2

Future Work

There are several issues and challenges along the line of this dissertation.
For the application configuration framework, the quality of collected data and
accuracy of the predictor will affect online performance. Designing a more accurate
initial model or function approximation is one of our future extended work. Furthermore, due to the presence of policy shifting delay, our agent still suffer a short period
of initial poor performance. A quicker adaptive auto-configuration agent is expected
to lead to better performance.
For the cloud MapReduce platform optimization, besides locally running tasks,
HDFS may also arouse underlying I/O requests by assigning a remote data access.
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ILA considers this I/O flow as the background traffic and try to avoid the interference
through task scheduling. In the future, we would like to extend ILA algorithm to
mitigate the interference from HDFS through intelligent data placement and data
node selection.
In MapReduce cluster, reducers also consume substantial network resource by
copying intermediate results from each mapper. ILA scheduler assumes the mappers
evenly distributed across the cluster and the locality of reducers would not greatly
affect the performance. Another direction of the future work is minimizing the communication overhead between mappers and reducers by improving reducer’s locality
when the distribution of mappers is skewed.
For the coordinate management framework, current implementation was limited to
web appliances, focusing on the resources of CPU and memory. Other important resources such as network I/O, disk I/O, especially L2 cache for multi-core CPUs should
be considered in future work. Moreover, the newly designed guided exploration policy
just worked well for VM-Agent and TPC-W App-Agent. More application specific
domain knowledge was needed for other App-Agents.
The coordinated management framework required no pre-built models through
machining learning or system identification. Due to the lack of system dynamic
knowledge, it may take a little longer time to find an optimal configuration compared
with other model-based approaches. This hinders the framework from being applied
for short-lived appliances or virtual machines. Our target is the long-live application,
whose workload level could be relatively stable for sufficient time. A more agile
coordinated management strategy deserves a further study.
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Cloud computing has become an increasingly important computing paradigm.
It offers three levels of on-demand services to cloud users: software as a service
(SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) . The
success of cloud services heavily depends on the effectiveness of cloud management
strategies. In this dissertation work, we aim to design and implement an automatic
cloud management system to improve application performance, increase platform
efficiency and optimize resource allocation.
For large-scale multi-component applications, especially web-based cloud applications, parameter setting is crucial to the service availability and quality. The increasing system complexity requires an automatic and efficient application configuration
strategy. To improve the quality of application services, we propose a reinforcement
learning(RL)-based autonomic configuration framework. It is able to adapt application parameter settings not only to the variations in workload, but also to the
change of virtual resource allocation. The RL approach is enhanced with an efficient
initialization policy to reduce the learning time for online decision. Experiments on
Xen-based virtual cluster with TPC-W benchmarks show that the framework can
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drive applications into a optimal configuration in less than 25 iterations.
For cloud platform service, one of the key challenges is to efficiently adapt the
offered platforms to the virtualized environment, meanwhile maintaining their service
features. MapReduce has become an important distributed parallel programming
paradigm. Offering MapReduce cloud service presents an attractive usage model for
enterprises. In a virtual MapReduce cluster, the interference between virtual machines
(VMs) causes performance degradation of map and reduce tasks and renders existing
data locality-aware task scheduling policy, like delay scheduling, no longer effective.
On the other hand, virtualization offers an extra opportunity of data locality for
co-hosted VMs. To address these issues, we present a task scheduling strategy to
mitigate interference and meanwhile preserving task data locality for MapReduce
applications. The strategy includes an interference-aware scheduling policy, based
on a task performance prediction model, and an adaptive delay scheduling algorithm
for data locality improvement. Experimental results on a 72-node Xen-based virtual
cluster show that the scheduler is able to achieve a speedup of 1.5 to 6.5 times for
individual jobs and yield an improvement of up to 1.9 times in system throughput in
comparison with four other MapReduce schedulers.
Cloud computing has a key requirement for resource configuration in a real-time
manner. In such virtualized environments, both virtual machines (VMs) and hosted
applications need to be configured on-the-fly to adapt to system dynamics. The
interplay between the layers of VMs and applications further complicates the problem
of cloud configuration. Independent tuning of each aspect may not lead to optimal
system wide performance. In this work, we propose a framework for coordinated
configuration of VMs and resident applications. At the heart of the framework is a
model-free hybrid reinforcement learning approach, which combines the advantages
of Simplex method and RL method and is further enhanced by the use of system
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knowledge guided exploration policies. Experimental results on Xen-based virtualized
environments with TPC-W and TPC-C benchmarks demonstrate that the framework
is able to drive a virtual server cluster into an optimal or near-optimal configuration
state on the fly, in response to the change of workload. It improves the system
throughput by more than 30% over independent tuning strategies. In comparison
with the coordinated tuning strategies based on basic RL or Simplex algorithm, the
hybrid RL algorithm gains 25% to 40% throughput improvement.
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